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Abstract 

Embedded systems have numerous functional and extra-functional properties associated with them. 

These properties are identified, described and classified in this thesis. The creation of a classification 

taxonomy for the properties of embedded systems assists and helps in concise understanding of the 

various extra-functional properties. Apart from it, this thesis also explains the relationship between 

those extra-functional properties. The importance and influence of the extra-functional properties on 

the embedded system can be understood. The identification of the extra-functional properties is 

performed by the implementation of a systematic literature review in which possible database sources 

are searched through to find relevant scientific journals, articles. This search process is performed by 

querying the scientific databases with combination of keywords to obtain and identify all the possible 

sources of scientific articles. The obtained search results are then extensively analyzed for the 

construction of the classification framework of the properties of embedded systems. 
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1. Introduction 

The desire to classify is found in the human thinking and behavior and it is a fundamental feature of 

the human condition. It is an universal tendency of human beings to organize information. Taxonomy 

is defined as the science of classification and as a result of it, a classification framework is created. 

Taxonomy is used to organize a large set of things together in a hierarchical order based on their 

characteristic properties. Each unit in a classification framework is known as ‘taxa’. The purpose of 

taxonomy is to identify, entitle, group according to their common characteristic properties. The 

elements found in the upper levels of the taxonomical framework are more generalized and have 

common feature with one another compared to the elements in the lower level of the taxonomical 

framework. Thus as you go down the taxonomy, each and every element has its own individual 

characteristic features which can be easily differentiated from another. Taxonomy ensures the access 

and organization of all the elements contained in it. 

The aim of this thesis is to construct a classification framework for the identified extra-functional 

properties of embedded system. The extra-functional properties are responsible for the successful 

working of the software in an embedded system. Embedded systems have various non functional 

properties associated with them which includes properties such as timing, safety, availability, quality, 

reliability to name a few. All these extra-functional properties are analyzed, studied, classified and a 

final taxonomical framework is constructed. The process of identifying the extra-functional properties 

is performed through the process of systematic literature review. Systematic literature review is an 

extensive search process of available research papers, research journals in order to obtain relevant 

answers for the proposed research question. In this thesis the systematic literature review is performed 

on the following databases: ACM [159], IEEE Xplore [160] and Springerlink [161]. The databases are 

searched through with a predefined list of keywords. These lists of keywords are defined in order to 

obtain suitable search results. These search results include research journals and scientific papers 

published in conferences. From the obtained search results two words maybe relevant. If irrelevant 

papers are found, they are separated from the relevant ones. The relevant papers are then thoroughly 

studied and analyzed in order to obtain the answer for the proposed research question. The extra-

functional properties of embedded system are identified from the analyzed research papers. 

1.1 Goals of the thesis 

Software engineering research community is facing a challenge to precisely define during the initial 

stages of development, the techniques that are needed to acquire required non-functional attributes 

such as timeliness, dependability, quality, testability etc [1].This challenge is addressed in this thesis 

work by classifying the various extra-functional properties of embedded system. There are numerous 

extra-functional properties for embedded system. Therefore identification of all the possible extra-

functional properties is necessary and important in order to have an overview of them. There is a need 

to establish relationship between those identified extra-functional properties. This thesis provides an 

overview of the existing level of analysis of the identified extra-functional properties in the academic 

arena. Some of the extra-functional properties are analyzed less and some are analyzed more in the 

research arena. From this study the properties which receive more academic attention and properties 

which receive less academic attention can be known and also the corresponding reason for it can be 

realized. 

The contribution of this thesis work is the construction of taxonomy for extra-functional properties of 

embedded system. The taxonomy of extra-functional properties of embedded systems is created by 

identification of all the possible properties of embedded systems and then group them based upon their 
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definition and relationship with each other. This process of classification of extra-functional properties 

of embedded systems is performed through systematic literature review. This thesis gives an outline 

and overview of extra-functional property of embedded system. It also gives an idea of the properties 

which are extensively analyzed and the properties which are analyzed to a lesser extent. 

1.2 Outline of the thesis 

There are many extra-functional properties for embedded systems. All these existing extra functional 

properties need to be identified, enlisted and elucidated. Due to the multitude of extra-functional 

properties that can be defined, it is often difficult to precisely define during initial development stages 

which are the ones that are required. In this thesis, we address this challenge by building a 

classification framework for extra-functional properties of embedded system. Through this 

classification, relationship between extra-functional properties can be seen and the significance and 

relevance of each and every extra-functional property of the embedded system is explained. Then the 

identified extra-functional properties need to be presented accurate naming conventions along with 

their precise and exact meaning for the easy access and understanding for the students and researchers. 

The goal of constructing taxonomy is to enhance our ability to find useful and relevant information 

from a large collection of content. Another goal is to enhance our ability to identify new patterns and 

trends that emerge from the large collection of database without studying each and every element of 

the classification framework in detail. Another goal is to understand the connectivity and relationship 

between the various properties of the embedded system. The influence and effects of a particular 

property on the entire system is identified based on the importance of the property and its field of 

application. 
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2. Background 

In this section the concepts that are required to understand the thesis are defined and explained. 

2.1 Embedded System 

An embedded system is a built in digital system which is based on microprocessors and sensors to 

sense and monitor the environment. Embedded system controls internal and external functionalities of 

sub system. 

According to IEEE, “an embedded system is a computer system that is part of a larger system and 

performs certain specialized tasks for specific purposes which satisfies some of the requirements of 

that system”. Therefore every system with embedded software with a specific goal can be termed as an 

embedded system. The typical characteristic features of embedded systems are real time execution, 

reliable execution of tasks, minimized power usage, and inter software connection through hardware. 

Embedded systems are reactive systems and they respond to the events in the environment through 

actuators for the corresponding signals received from the sensors. Embedded systems are often 

resource limited systems with respect to memory, bandwidth and power and demand less maintenance 

with longer life. Some of the embedded systems are designed to operate in harsh environmental and 

climatic conditions [7]. A real time system reacts in response to external events and performs 

functions based on the external events and gives the response within the stipulated period of time. The 

correctness of the function depends both on the correctness of the result and also the timeliness of the 

periods. Examples of embedded systems are devices such as mobile phones, digital television and 

gaming consoles to name a few. Researchers predict that the usage of embedded system will increase 

in the days to come. Such a fast increase in the usage of embedded system should be supported by 

efficient productivity, shorter time to market and quality of the product [8]. 

2.2 Extra-functional properties 

Extra-functional properties describe the quality characteristics of a system and its influence is 

experienced by its users during its runtime. Thus extra-functional properties are essential for the 

successful working of software. Particularly in embedded systems, extra-functional properties play a 

major role since non functional properties such as timing properties and quality properties have an 

important role and influence the final outcome of the system. Extra-functional properties are 

responsible for the proper behavior of concurrent distributed systems, their corresponding threads, 

synchronization, liveness and their safety properties [6]. For example, some extra-functional properties 

are hidden within the system and are only visible by the influences of many components together on 

the system [2]. The quality attributes of a system are specified by the extra functional properties of the 

system [3]. 

Extra-functional properties can differ based upon a large number of factors and choices which includes 

system architecture and the characteristic feature of the underlying platform. Real valued quantities are 

required to represent physical constraints and probabilities in order to express several extra-functional 

properties [4]. Some examples of extra-functional properties includes timing properties and quality 

attributes like  performance, resources, reliability, latency, security, ease of use, real time response, 

robustness, service capacity, throughput, possession of main thread of control, bandwidth, space 

requirements, adaptability, precision and accuracy [5].  
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2.3 Systematic Literature Review 

2.3.1 Definition 

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is a means of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all 

available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area or phenomenon of interest. 

The systematic literature review followed here is based on the guidelines proposed by Kitchenham’s 

systematic literature review [9]. SLR gives an aggregation of all the existing evidences with regard to 

a particular research question or research topic. The necessity of SLR is to summarize all the existing 

scientific evidences with respect to a particular research topic or a research question. Another 

necessity of SLR is to investigate unresolved research question and find solutions for it and to build a 

base for a new research question and open up new research opportunity. 

The fundamental studies of the systematic literature review are known as primary studies. And the 

systematic literature is itself known as a form of secondary study. The systematic literature consists of 

three phases which are as follows: planning the review, conducting the review and reporting the 

deliverables of the review. One of the important elements in the review process is the development of 

the review protocol. The review protocol specifies the methods to be used for undertaking a particular 

review. By predefining the review protocol, the possibility of researcher bias is eliminated or at least 

reduced. And without the review protocol the form of analysis would be influenced by researcher 

expectations and preconceptions. A review protocol is followed to avoid author preconceptions during 

research work [10]. 

2.3.2 Reasons for adopting Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 

Systematic literature review is chosen to provide an overview of existing information and proofs with 

respect to a particular subject, as in this case extra functional properties of embedded systems. From 

the obtained information it is possible to point out the research work which is incomplete and thus 

taking sufficient steps to proceed for its corresponding progress. SLR is used to identify newer 

upcoming research activities and to place the identified research activities in an appropriate position 

on the constructed framework. SLR is used to support and assist any new upcoming hypothesis. 

2.3.3 Important features of Systematic Literature Review 

Specification of research questions and defining a review protocol are the starting points in the 

systematic literature review. The relevant literature is thoroughly searched based on a pre-defined 

search strategy. The search methods and results are documented and presented for the future reference 

of the readers. Systematic literature reviews require the specification of inclusion and exclusion 

criteria for the assessment of the potential study. Systematic literature is a pre-requirement for the 

quantitative meta-analysis. Quantitative meta-analysis provides integrated research studies from 

multiple sources on the same subject. 

2.3.4 The process of Systematic Literature Review 

There are three main phases in the systematic literature review are as follows: 

1. Plan the review 

2. Implement the review 

3. Report the review 
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The above stages are briefly explained in the following sub-section. 

2.3.4.1 Planning stage in Systematic Literature Review 

This is the initial phase of the SLR which mainly gives a plan of all the steps to be followed. The 

starting point of the SLR is the formulation of the research questions which are to be answered by the 

SLR.  

This research question is framed based on three conditions which are as follows: 

• The people who are going to be affected by the results of the SLR 

• The technologies and methods used to attain the end result of the SLR 

• The viable effects achieved by SLR 

Initially the exact need and genuine necessity for the SLR is questioned and answered. The available 

databases and sources are thoroughly searched for any SLR’s which answers the proposed research 

question. So that, it can find that there exists already a SLR which answers the question and how much 

of the question is answered genuinely. 

The planning phase of SLR has the following steps: 

A review protocol is developed which specifies the various steps involved in the SLR. The purpose of 

this protocol is to reduce partiality of the researcher involved. This protocol contains all the pre-plans 

for the SLR such as the following: 

• To know the background information of the SLR 

• Identify the research question of the SLR 

• List of the databases from which various sources of data are to be searched. 

• Details of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

• Checklists are prepared for the quality assessment of the individual studies. 

• Various techniques employed for data extraction are pre planned and a validation technique is 

anticipated for the manipulation of the extracted data. 

• A time table is prepared for the start dates and deadlines for the various phases of the SLR. 

• Finally the constructed protocol is reviewed by experts. 

2.3.4.2 Implementation of Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 

This is the second phase in the SLR after the acceptance of the protocol review. This phase consists of 

the following steps. The initial step is to identify the sources from which SLR is performed. This 

identification process is initiated by searching and querying of the all the available databases for the 

primary literature. 

2.3.4.3 Search Process 

This search process is carried out as a strategy with collaboration with the librarians and suggestions 

from experts in the corresponding field. The search is performed on both electronic resources and as 

well as other possible sources such as journals, research registers and reference lists obtained from the 

primary studies. Publication bias should be reduced as much as possible which means that both 

positive, negative and null results should be published without any discrepancies. The references 

which were utilized should be managed and saved using bibliographic packages such as reference 
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manager or end-notes. The entire search process is documented so that it is transparent, replicable and 

so it can be reanalyzed. 

2.3.4.4 Study Selection 

This process is used to identify and select the most appropriate and relevant study materials from the 

searched documents. This identification process is performed with respect to the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria’s. This inclusion and exclusion criteria which is made during the prototype process 

is based upon the research question. The quality of the identified primary documents are analyzed 

which in turn helps in modifying the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The quality is based upon three 

factors such as bias, internal quality and external quality. A quality instrument which is a quality 

measurement tool is developed which is basically a checklist. The primary studies are evaluated with 

respect to the demands of the checklist. And the quality level of the primary studies is evaluated using 

this quality instrument. 

2.3.4.5 Quality assessment checklist 

This checklist is used to verify the quality of the scientific papers which are to be selected for data 

extraction. Existence of practical proof is the first checklist. The theory described in the research 

article should be witnessed by practical proof and results. This practical proof and results provides a 

clear scientific insight and understanding into the research topic apart from the theoretical details and 

explanations. So the validity of the research is confirmed with the practical results and inferences. The 

second checklist is to check the existence of sufficient background information. This helps for easy 

and faster understanding of the research topic. Otherwise there would be more effort required for the 

understanding of the research topic which would be time consuming. 

2.3.4.6 Data Extraction 

In this step the data from the primary studies are extracted and stored in the corresponding data 

extraction forms. Duplication must be avoided during this phase. Data extraction from unpublished or 

continued work should be reported and doubts should be clarified with the author of those primary 

studies. 

2.3.4.7 Techniques for Data Extraction 

The data extraction strategy consists of two stages which are preliminary analysis and secondary 

analysis. 

Preliminary analysis 

This is the initial analysis of the obtained search results. This analysis is performed to obtain 

appropriate research papers which are relevant to the proposed research question. Initially this is done 

by reading the abstract of the paper, since abstract is the short concise version of the entire research 

paper. Thus after the analysis of the abstract we can decide whether further reading of the research 

paper would yield sufficient clues and answers for our proposed research question. Since there would 

lot of hits for our input search keywords this preliminary analysis would be a first filter stage in our 

analysis process. 
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Secondary analysis 

Once the preliminary analysis yields relevant hints about the rest of the research paper then secondary 

analysis is performed. During the secondary analysis the headings and sub-headings of the entire 

research papers is analyzed. The appropriate section of the research paper which yields proof and 

answers for the research question is highlighted and analyzed more deeply. This would give an insight 

into the research paper. 

2.3.4.8 Data Synthesis 

The extracted data is then synthesized to report the results of the examined primary studies. This 

synthesis of extracted data actually gives the answer to the proposed research question. This extraction 

of answer may not be from a single research paper. The final answer could be constructed from hints 

and clues from several research papers. And the extraction can be from different forms of sources. The 

answer can be analyzed and extracted from a graph, chart or a theoretical proof of statements. All the 

sources from which the answer is deducted should be specified and recorded so that it will be valuable 

for the future referrer. Descriptive synthesis, quantitative synthesis, meta-analysis are some types of 

data synthesis methods. The synthesized data is then presented using various techniques such as forest 

plot, funnel plot etc. Funnel plot helps to identify the extent of publication bias. 

2.3.4.9 Reporting the Systematic Literature Review 

SLR is reported either as a part of the thesis or in a journal. The latter has a size restriction. It is very 

important that the review is reported accurately. 
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3. Systematic Literature Review 

This section explains how the systematic literature review is implemented for the construction of 

taxonomical framework for extra-functional properties of embedded systems. 

3.1 Planning stage 

This is the initial stage of the SLR in which the review protocol is developed. The review protocol is 

presented as follows. 

3.1.1 Background 

The background information of the SLR is presented in section 2 of this thesis report. 

3.1.2 Research questions 

The following research questions are formulated for the taxonomical classification for extra-functional 

properties of embedded systems. 

1. What are the extra-functional properties of embedded systems? 

2. What is the importance of the identified extra-functional property? 

3. What is the relationship between the identified extra-functional properties? 

 

3.1.3 List of Databases and search terms 

This section enumerates the list of databases and search terms which are searched in this systematic 

literature review. ACM (Association of Computing Machinery) [159], IEEE Xplore [160], 

SpringerLink [161] are the databases searched for in this SLR. The reason for choosing IEEE is 

because IEEE is the world’s largest innovative association for excellence in the field of technology. 

ACM is chosen for the reason that it is the world’s largest database for computer science. Springerlink 

is chosen because they coordinate with the world’s best academicians and authors in the scientific 

community. 

3.1.3.1 Keywords to be given as input 

The databases which were used for the search are IEEE Xplore, ACM and Springerlink. In table 1, 

information about the search results obtained from prescribed databases for the selected input search 

terms are presented. It also contains information about papers selected from the obtained search results 

and the reason for usage of particular search keywords. 
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Table 1.a – Keywords & reasoning to identify extra functional properties of embedded system 

for IEEE database 

 

 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: IEEE selected

"Extra functional" + 61 12 To identify the extra functional properties of embedded system

"Embedded systems" and to know the meaning of extra functional

"Attributes" + 126 14 To identify the attributes of embedded systems

"Embedded system"

"Functionlaities" + 93 24 To understand the various functionalities and functional 

"Embedded system" properties of embedded system

"Properties of 2 2 To identify the properties of embedded systems including

embedded system" both functional & extra-functional properties

"Properties" + 4 2 To identify the properties of embedded systems including

"Embedded system" both functional & extra-functional properties

"Functional" + 2 1 To understand the various functionalities & functional

"Embedded system" properties of embedded system

"Embedded system" AND 6 2 To identify the extra functional properties of embedded

 "Extra functional properties" systems

"Properties" + "real time 5 1 To identify the properties of real time embedded systems

systems" including both functional & extra-functional properties

"Characteristics" AND "real 22 12 To identify the characteristics features of real time

time embedded system" embedded systems

"Real time property" + 57 31 To identify and understand the real time properties

"embedded systems" of embedded systems.

"Functional properties" 37 25 To understand the various functionalities & functional

AND "Embedded system" properties of embedded systems

"Extra functional properties" 6 6 To identify the extra functional properties of embedded system

AND "Embedded system"
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Table 1.b – Keywords & reasoning to identify extra functional properties of embedded system 

for ACM (TECS) database 

 

 

Table 1.c – Keywords & reasoning to identify extra functional properties of embedded system 

for Springerlink database 

In the tables 1.a, 1.b, 1.c the column “input search keyword” column consists of the keywords along 

with their connecting symbols such as (AND, +). These terms are used as input search keywords in the 

databases IEEE Xplore, ACM (TECS) and Springerlink to identify the extra-functional properties of 

embedded system. TECS refers to ACM transactions on Embedded Computing Systems [162]. 

Number of hits column contains the number of research papers obtained as search results. Number of 

papers selected refers to the papers which are relevant for analysis and useful to extract the required 

answer for the proposed research question. The last column “Reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reason for using a particular input search keyword in the proposed 

databases.  

3.1.4 Inclusion and Exclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria: 

• Include primary studies related to the proposed research questions. 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: ACM (TECS) selected

"Attributes" + 43 35 To identify the attributes of embedded systems

"Embedded system"

"Properties" + "real time 85 69 To identify the properties of real time embedded systems

systems" including both functional & extra-functional properties

"Characteristics" AND "real 38 31 To identify the characteristics features of real time

time embedded system" embedded systems

"Functional properties" 2 2 To understand the various functionalities & functional

AND "Embedded system" properties of embedded systems

"Taxonomy" + "Functional" 11 2 To identify and understand information about taxonomy of

"Embedded" functional properties of embedded systems

"Extra functional properties" 12 6 To identify the extra functional properties of embedded system

AND "Embedded system"

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: Springerlink selected

"Taxonomy" + "Functional" 130 98 To identify and understand information about taxonomy of

Embedded functional properties of embedded systems

"Embedded system" AND 226 125 To identify and understand the properties of embedded system

"properties"

"Timing properties" 56 27 To find the timing properties in the field of Software

engineering/programming & operating systems.

"Extra functional properties" 27 23 To identify the extra functional properties of embedded system

AND "Embedded system"
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• Research article or journal topic closely related to the topic of the research question. 

• Research papers and journals from embedded system research group, real time system 

research centers. 

• Look for research articles explaining the extra-functional properties of embedded systems. 

Exclusion criteria: 

• Duplicate copy of the same research study which has been already presented or published. 

• Papers which did not describe about the extra-functional properties of embedded systems. 

• Papers which were written in languages other than English 

3.1.5 Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

3.2 Implementation of Systematic Literature Review 

This section explains how the systematic literature review was implemented for the construction of the 

classification taxonomy for the extra functional properties of embedded systems. 

3.2.1 Identification of research papers and scientific journals 

This is the first stage in the implementation of systematic literature review. In this stage the pre 

defined research keywords are entered in the search tab of the corresponding databases. This results in 

generation of numerous research papers and scientific journals.  
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3.2.1.1 Documentation of search results 

A database is maintained to document the obtained search results, search criteria used for the 

corresponding research question. In our case the database is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with the 

following fields: 

1. Proposed research question 

2. Search keywords 

3. Number of hits 

4. Number of relevant research papers (after analysis or reading the paper) 

5. Number and details for the downloaded research paper 

6. Location details of the possible answer source 

 

3.2.2 Study selection criteria 

Study selection criteria include both inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria. The inclusion and 

exclusion criteria are given individually for every proposed research question. 

3.2.3 Quality assessment 

The identified research papers were checked for their quality. The given references were studied 

extensively to get an idea of the background and the quality of the obtained research paper. The 

quality is assessed based on the accuracy and correctness of the proof presented in the research paper 

by the authors, publication organization of the research paper (example: IEEE, ACM conferences & 

transactions), reputation of the universities, laboratories, R&D (Research and Development) centers 

where the research paper is published. 

3.2.4 Data extraction 

As specified in the research protocol, the required data is extracted from the relevant scientific papers 

and research articles. Techniques described in 2.3.4.6 were followed for the data extraction. This data 

extraction procedure helps in extracting the needed information from the identified research articles. 

For this thesis, it is about the description and classification of the extra functional properties embedded 

systems. The data extracted should be mainly of the extra-functional properties of embedded system. 

These properties include a wide range from real time, safety, timing, dependency properties etc. 

Possible information were extracted which described the importance of the specified property of the 

embedded system. This helps to classify the properties of the embedded systems in a hierarchical 

manner based on the importance level. The properties of the embedded system may not be specified 

directly under a specific heading. So the headings and sub-headings were looked out which could give 

a hint of description of the extra functional properties of embedded systems. This increases the 

opportunities for a wider range of primary sources describing the properties of embedded systems. 

3.2.4.1 Answers for research questions 

1. What are the extra functional properties of embedded systems? 

The identified extra-functional properties are performance properties, timing properties [11], resource 

related properties [11], power/energy property [12], resource awareness properties [13], quality 

properties [12], dependability property and its attributes which are (availability, reliability, safety, 

confidentiality, integrity, maintainability), security [14], behavioral properties (reachability, safety, 

liveness) [15], flexibility [16], performance properties [11] Intellectual property, reconfiguration 
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property, architectonic property [17]. Function expandability, Performance expandability [18] 

Predictability [19] QoS properties (Timeliness, output precision, memory and power constraints) [20] 

Extensibility, comprehensibility, scalability, reliability, traceability [21] Composability [22]. Timing 

properties was chosen for classification since it is one of the most important extra-functional 

properties of embedded system and there were not many classifications found for timing properties of 

embedded systems. Quality properties were chosen for classification since it is also one of the most 

important extra-functional properties of embedded system. And apart from that quality properties 

include a wide range of properties like availability, reliability, safety, confidentiality, integrity, 

maintainability etc. 

3.2.5 Data Synthesis  

As specified in the research protocol steps given in section 2.3.4.8 is followed to perform data 

synthesis. After the data synthesis it was found that there are five major important descriptions about 

the extra functional properties of embedded systems. Those descriptions are specification, analysis, 

validation, types and parameters. 

3.2.6 Proposal of classification scheme 

This section explains the model that is used to classify the extra functional properties of embedded 

systems. The knowledge of how to identify the classification factors for extra-functional properties 

was created using the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

Inclusion criteria: 

• Research papers containing classification and taxonomy models of extra-functional properties 

of embedded system. 

• Research papers containing references for classification and taxonomy models of extra-

functional properties of embedded system. 

• Instead of entire database, specific sections of the database are searched with the input search 

keywords. This is applied for ACM and Springerlink. In ACM, only SIGBED (Special Interest 

Group on Embedded Systems) is searched with the pre-determined input keywords.  

• In Springerlink, the following criteria are applied while searching for research papers with the 

pre-determined keywords: Collection → Computer Science, Subject → Software Engineering/ 

Programming and Operating systems. 

 

Exclusion criteria: 

• Inaccessible research papers, journals and books that are obtained from the search results in 

the prescribed databases. The reason for inaccessibility is that, they are accessible only for 

Springerlink subscribers and restricted to others. All the databases were accessed through 

Mälardalen University log in. 
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Figure 1 – Model for classification of extra-functional properties of embedded system 

Extra-functional properties of embedded system are classified according to their specification, 

analysis, validation, types and parameters.  These five classification factors are chosen for the 

following reasons. 

Specification 

Specifications are used to describe the interactions between the embedded system and its environment. 

It is quite important to provide exact and proper specifications since real time embedded systems 

include nuclear missile system or an auto pilot system for which a minor fault can cause serious 

consequences. Specification of a system is useful for the testing of the system. During the testing 

procedure, the specifications of the system are used as the references for the system. The specifications 

are also used to verify whether the performance of the system satisfies the requirements of the system 

[23]. 

Analysis 

Analysis techniques are used to evaluate the embedded systems under various conditions such as 

normal and critical conditions with different ranges of input values. Analysis of the properties of 

embedded system is performed for the purpose of testing the system during erroneous conditions. 

Analysis helps to predict the software behavior under stress conditions. Analysis of the properties 

gives the parameter values for that particular property. Analysis of the embedded system property 

helps in the teaching and training the users of the system regarding the conformance of the systems 

behavior with respect to the user’s requirements and expectations. Analysis is used to estimate the 

feasibility of the software. Apart from that it helps in predicating the software production, 

development and maintenance costs. Accurate prediction of software costs helps in higher profit to the 

software vendor. The reliability level of correctness of the software is increased by using the analysis 

techniques [24].  The foundation techniques for analysis of software are model checking, abstract 

interpretation and deductive methods [25]. Taxonomy for software analysis is given in [26]. 
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Verification and Validation 

Verification is done to present a formal proof for the correctness of the program. Verification includes 

processes such as review, inspection, test, audit and check whether the services meets the users 

requirements. Correctness of a particular property is proved by validating the property and correctness 

is essential in real time embedded systems since the proper functioning of the embedded system 

depends on both its correctness and timeliness. Validation is performed at the end of the software 

development process and it is done for the evaluation of the software to make sure that it compliances 

with the requirements of the user. Validation is the process by which rigorous methods are 

demonstrated so that the applications satisfy their timing constraints and provide guarantee of 

temporal quality of their services when integrated together and scheduled according to the algorithms 

used by the corresponding operating system and networks. The correctness of a validation algorithm is 

proved by its balance in complexity, robustness and accuracy [1]. 

Types & parameters of extra-functional properties of embedded system 

Types are used to show the variety of ways of representation of the same property. Knowledge about 

types helps to identify and enlist the different sub attributes of extra functional properties of embedded 

system. This helps to understand the sub-characteristic features of extra-functional properties of 

embedded systems. Parameters are used to represent the possible ways of measuring the property 

which is useful for the analysis and testing of the properties. Knowledge of parameter helps to 

measure the quantities of extra functional properties of embedded system 
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4. Timing Properties of embedded system 

Timing properties are the most essential non-functional properties of the real time embedded system. 

Timing properties rely on the timing behavior of the system which is influenced by the scheduling of 

the tasks and messages [31]. 

The timing properties of embedded systems are classified generically as follows: 

4.1 Specification 

In order to determine how the timing properties of embedded system are being specified, we formulate 

the following research question to guide our search process. 

Research question: What are the various specification methods available for timing properties of 

embedded systems? 

 

The research papers addressing specification of timing properties were obtained by utilizing and 

following the input search keywords and the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned below. Table 

3 also summarizes the number of hits and relevant papers for each input search keyword. 

 

 

Table 2.a – Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify specification methods of timing 

properties in IEEE database. 

 

Table 2.b – Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify specification methods of timing 

properties in ACM-SIGBED database. 

 

Table 2.c – Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify specification methods of timing 

properties in Springerlink database. 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: IEEE selected

"Timing properties" AND 120 91 To obtain the various timing properties of real time 

"Real time systems" systems

"Specification of timing 3 3 To obtain the various specification method for timing

properties" properties

"Specification" AND 58 43 To obtain the various specification method for timing

"timing properties" properties

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: ACM-SIGBED selected

"Specification of timing NULL NULL To obtain the various specification method for timing

properties" properties

"Specification" AND 28 25 To obtain the various specification method for timing

"timing properties" properties

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: Springerlink selected

"Specification of timing 2 2 To obtain the various specification method for timing

properties" properties

"Specification" AND 30 21 To obtain the various specification method for timing

"timing properties" properties
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The above tables provide information for obtaining the specification of timing properties of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

The total number of papers obtained as search results from all the three databases was 241 and from 

them 185 papers were reviewed. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], 

[44], [45], [136], [164]. 
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Inclusion criteria: 

• Research papers containing description of the various specification methods for timing 

properties. 

• Research papers containing references for specification methods of timing properties. 

• Instead of entire database, specific sections of the database are searched with the input search 

keywords. This is applied for ACM and Springerlink. In ACM, only SIGBED (Special Interest 

Group on Embedded Systems) is searched with the pre-determined input keywords.  

• In Springerlink, the following criteria are applied while searching for research papers with the 

pre-determined keywords: Collection → Computer Science, Subject → Software Engineering/ 

Programming and Operating systems. 

 

Exclusion criteria: 

• Research papers dealing with topics such as integrated circuits, VLSI and system on chip. 

• Inaccessible research papers, journals and books that are obtained from the search results in 

the prescribed databases. The reason for inaccessibility is that, they are accessible only for 

Springerlink subscribers and restricted to others. All the databases were accessed through 

Mälardalen University log in. 

Figure - 2 Specification of timing properties 

 

4.1.1 Formal specification languages [36] 

The formal specification languages that are used to specify the timing properties of real time 

embedded systems [36]. In formal specification languages mathematical notations are used to define 

the syntax and semantics. For complex reactive systems, correctness of the system is essential and for 

that reason formal languages are used for the specification. Formal languages increase the confidence 

of the system and decrease the ambiguity with the help of its mathematical nature. Though many 

formal specification languages are proposed to increase the reliability of the real time systems, only 

some of them are used in the industries for the development of real time systems. This is due to the 
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reason that many formal specification languages do not provide the required constructs and 

mechanism to specify the properties of real time systems. 

4.1.1.1 ASTRAL [32] 

ASTRAL is a formally defined specification language used especially for real time systems. It came 

into existence by the combination of two specification languages TRIO [32] and RT-ASLAN [33]. 

TRIO is a logic language used for specifying timing requirements and verification. RT-ASLAN is a 

language used for specification and verification of real time systems. ASTRAL consists of constructs 

which are used for the specification of timing properties. There are two types of construct provided by 

ASTRAL. They are local constraints and global scheduling constraints. SCHEDULE is a construct 

provided by ASTRAL which is used for the specification of timing properties. In ASTRAL, the real 

time system is specified as a group of state machine specifications with state and transitions. ASTRAL 

supports formal software development of large, complex systems. The process specification and global 

specification are the two types of specification in ASTRAL. All the process specification shares the 

mentioned global specification [33]. 

Example 

TRANSITION Notify_Timeout N_T_DUR 

PRE 

EXISTS t1: Time (Start-1(New_Info) =t1 ^ Now – t1 > Input_Tout ^ ￢ channel_closed 

POST 
Msg[Data_Part] = Closed ^ Msg[ID_Part] = self ^ channel_closed 

 

Explanation 

The name of the transition is Notify_Timeout and the duration of the transition is N_T_DUR. The 

transition is activated when the given pre-condition is satisfied. The communication channel is closed 

when the Input_Tout units of time has elapsed from the arrival time of the last packet. According to 

PRE-condition, the transition is enabled when the value of chanel_closed becomes FALSE. And also 

the transition is enabled when the Input_Tout time units has passed since the time (= t1) at the instant 

where the New_Info execution begins. POST condition occurs only if the effect of the transition of 

PRE condition is realized. The execution of a transition is represented by the POST condition. POST 

condition is a predicate available in the target state [34]. 

4.1.1.2 LUSTRE [35] 

LUSTRE is a declarative, synchronous, data flow, formally defined dataflow language designed 

specifically for reactive and synchronous systems. A LUSTRE program consists of a number of nodes 

in the form of structures. All the variables in a LUSTRE program are function of time. Those variables 

have new values during each cycle of time since LUSTRE program is cyclic in nature and behavior. 

Each and every LUSTRE variable has a clock associated with it for defining sequence instants. There 

is a good tool support for LUSTRE. Lurette is a test generator [163], [36]. Lucid [36] is a debugger 

and lesar [36] consists of a compiler and simulator. 

Example 

Node RELEASEFLARE (current,latest: int; fresh,reset: bool) 

returns (plan: bool); 

 

Explanation 
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The above node is used to represent the behavior of a controller. It consists of ID of the current and 

latest missile. The variable ‘check’ is used to check if the threat is new. Reset bit is represented using 

the variable ‘reset’ [36]. 

 

4.1.1.3 VDM++ [37] 

VDM++ is a model based, object oriented language. VDM++ is based on VDM-SL [164]. VDM-SL 

consists of all the properties of set theory. VDM++ consists of a group of class specifications. This 

class specification consists of the following components: class header, types, values, instance 

variables, operations, functions, synchronization and thread. The class header consists of class name 

declaration and inheritance details. The type component consists of types which are used in the class. 

Instance variables consist of invariant and initial expressions. Operations include implicit and explicit 

definitions. Functions are similar to previously mentioned operations except, function of the body is an 

expression instead of a statement. VDM++ objects are specified using threads. It provides full support 

for real time distributed systems. 

Example 

AddPrefixToTraceSet : TimedStmt * set of Trace * nat -> set of Trace 

AddPrefixToTraceSet(tstmt, traces, ts) = = 

AddOnePrefixToTraceSet(tstmt, traces, ts) union 

{AddPrefixToTrace(tstmt, trace) | trace in set traces }; 

 

Explanation 

The function ‘AddPrefixToTraceSet’ executes tstmt which is a timed statement and then set of traces 

‘traces’ and a switching overhead [37]. 

 

4.1.2 Temporal logic specification 

The behavior of the real-time systems is specified by using mathematically founded methods which 

consist of logical formulas and they are known as temporal logics. These temporal logics have high 

degree of expressiveness. The behavior of the systems is expressed by relationships which represent 

the temporal constraints among events as invariants, precedence among events, periodicity, liveness 

and safety conditions. Temporal logics are used to specify the behavior of the system in terms of 

logical formulas along with their temporal constraints, events and their corresponding relationships. 

There are lots of temporal logics available that are different from each other with respect to 

expressiveness, availability, executability and verifiability. Temporal logics are built from classical 

logics with the addition of set of new operators that hide quantification over the temporal domain. One 

of the types of temporal logic specification is quantitative temporal constraint which is used to 

represent the duration of events and duration in between the events. 

The main characteristic features of temporal logics are given below. 

 

Order of temporal logic 
It is the order of classical logic in which the temporal logic is created 

 

Temporal domain structure 
It describes the structure of the temporal domain. It consists of properties such as transitivity, non-

reflexivity, linearity, right linearity, begin, end, predecessor, successor, density and discreteness. 
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Fundamental entity of the logic 
Points and intervals are used to characterize temporal logic at the fundamental level. Point based 

temporal logic represent connections between events in values of points. Timing durations are 

represented using time points. Interval based temporal logic express events in terms of time intervals 

and they are more expressive. 

 

A metric for time and quantitative temporal constraints 
It helps to represent timing constraints in a quantitative form. It provides definition for quantitative 

temporal relationships. Representation of quantitative temporal constraints is very basic for real time 

systems specification. 

 

Events and ordering of events 
The ordering of the events is performed using operators such as ‘until’ and ‘since’. 

 

Time implicit, explicit, absolute 
Time is implicit when the definition of the formula depends on the evaluation time. Explicit time is 

specified through a variable and implicit time allows quantification over time. Absolute time is same 

as the general system clock. 

 

4.1.2.1 ParCTL [38] 

 
ParCTL stands for Parametric Model Checking Approach for Real-Time Systems Design. ParCTL is a 

specification language which is used for specifying the properties of real time systems. ParCTL is a 

parametric extension of the temporal logic which is based on the quantitative timed temporal logic. 

The formulas of ParCTL are based on atomic propositions, time constrained temporal operators and 

boolean connectives. The formulas of PARCTL are property description language that is used for the 

specification of real time properties at a state s. 

 

A software tool [38] is constructed using Java to derive parametric condition which is based on the 

parametric model checking algorithm. This Java based tool reads the ParCTL formula to specify the 

required real time property and it returns back the parametric condition to fulfill the real time property. 

An example for ParCTL formula is AG (T1 => AF
≤y

 C1) 

 

The syntax of the ParCTL is given as follows: 

f  ::=  p | c | ￢f | f ^ f | f V f | f  EU
~α 

 f | f AU
~α

 f 

 

p → atomic proposition 

c → constraint of form α∼ β 

α, β ϵ X are linear expressions over x. 

EU
~α 

 and AU
~α 

are temporal operators. 

Detailed explanation of the syntax is explained in [38]. 

 

Semantics of ParCTL: 

The ParCTL formulas can be used to specify real time properties at a state S. Assignment of values to 

the parameters is necessary for the evaluation of the truth value of the formula. 

 

The algorithm for deriving parametric conditions is as follows: 

Function P(s, f, path) { 

case f  is of the form: 

p: return s |= f; ;    /*true or false is return*/ 

c: return c;            /* constraint */ ￢g: return ￢P(s,g, path); 

f1 ^ f2: return (P(s, f1, path) ^P(s, f2, path)); 

f1 V f2: return (P(s, f1, path) V P(s, f2, path) ); 
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f1 EU
~α

 f2: return deriveEU (s, f1,~,α, f2 , path); 

f1 AU
~α

 f2: return deriveAU(s, f1,~,α, f2 , path); 

end case} 

 

 
The real time properties are specified using the following ParCTL formula: AG (T1 => AF

≤y
 C1). The 

formula specifies that whenever a process tries to access the critical condition, it would enter the 

critical section in y ms” [38]. 

 
4.1.2.2 MTL: Metric Temporal Logic 

 
MTL is an extension of FOL (First Order Logic). MTL is provided with temporal operators that are 

obtained from modal logic. MTL supports metrics of time and it describes the structure of the 

temporal domain [39]. 

 

Examples of MTL 

HA – Always A in the Past 

GA – Always A in the Future 

HA ^ A ^ GA – Always A 

 
4.1.2.3 ERL [40] 

 
The timing properties of real time software systems are specified using a high level framework by the 

Event based Real-time Logic (ERL). Both the expected behavior (specification) and actual behavior 

(execution traces) of the target system can be specified using ERL. The timing requirements of the real 

time software systems can be specified both directly and intuitively. The behavior of the real time 

system is represented as absolute timing of events and their corresponding relative ordering [40]. 

 

The timing properties of the program behavior are specified by the timing relations among the events. 

Relationships among the events are one of the following types: 

1. Temporal ordering of events are specified by the chronological relations 

2. Causal ordering of events is specified by the causal relations 

3. Constraints among the events are specified by the timing relations in terms of time (quantified time 

or absolute time) 

 

In ERL the objects of the target system are categorized into two types: 

1. Points in time 

2. Individuals in application time which excludes time 

Example 

The timing constraints for events E1 and E2 (E2 occurs within 15 units of time after E1 takes place) 

are specified in ERL as follows: 

∀tT1  occurs at (E1, T1) 

�tT2  (occurs at (E2, T2) ^T2 – T1 ≤ 15) 

E1,E2 → events 

 
4.1.2.4 Real Time Logic [41] 

The real time logic was proposed by Jahanian and Mok which is an extension of first order logic and it 

is used for the specification of the real time system requirements. RTL consists of an absolute clock 

for the measurement of time progression. The temporal domain of the RTL consists of a set of natural 

numbers which is linear, discrete, limited in the past, unlimited in the future and ordered. Specification 
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of safety assertions for real time systems is proposed in this Jahanian and Mok model of real time 

logic [41]. 

Example: An event E starts at time t0 and ends at te. An event A begins and ends its execution within 

the execution time of event E. ΩE is an operator that is used to represent the occurrence of external 

event E. ↑A states that A is turning true from false of the predicate or signal A, ↓A represents that A 

turns from true to false, j is used to represent the occurrence of the events marked with operator @. 

The above is expressed in RTL as follows 

∀t .∀I .@(ΩE, i) = t → (�j. (t ≤ @( ↑ A,j)) ^ (@ (↓ A,j) ≤ t + te)) 

4.1.3 ART model (Actors and RTSynchronizers model) 

ART model is an effective method to represent the components and the timing properties of their 

interaction. The three main parts of RTSynchronizer specification are declare, constrain and update 

[42]. The syntax is as follows: 

Declare /* declare and initialize local variables */ 

state_variable = init_value; 

Constrain 

message_pattern1: 

message_pattern2 [t1, t2]; 

Update 

message_pattern : state_variable = new_value; 

boolean_expression : state_variable = new_value; 

 

4.1.4 Process Algebra 

Lot of research has been made in the field of process algebra for the specification of real time 

embedded systems. The different kinds of process algebra are CCS [43], CSP [44]. Concurrency and 

communication are the two main notions for understanding of complex dynamic systems. Process 

algebra provides support for the modular specification and verification of the system and process 

algebras (without notion of time) are used to specify and verify concurrent systems. To extend the 

support of process algebras for real time systems there is an addition of timing notation with a set of 

timing operators. 

Process algebra consists of the following: 

1. Set of operators and syntactic rules which are used for the construction of processes. 

2. Semantic mapping which is used to assign meaning to processes 

3. Representation of equivalence between processes 

4. Algebraic laws which is used to allow syntactic manipulation of processes 

 

The design issues of process algebra are as follows [45]: 

 

1. Time 

2. Concurrency semantics 

3. Operators 

4. Communication 

5. Abstraction 

6. Resource 

7. Priority 

8. Equational laws 
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4.2 Analysis of timing properties of embedded system 
 

In order to determine how the timing properties of embedded system are being analyzed, we formulate 

the following research question to guide our search process. 

 

Research question: What are the various analysis techniques to analyze timing properties? 

 

The research papers addressing analysis of timing properties were obtained by utilizing and following 

the below mentioned input search keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

 
 

Table 3.a – Input search keywords, reasoning and database to identify analysis techniques for 
timing properties of embedded system searched in IEEE database. 

 

 
 

Table 3.b – Input search keywords, reasoning and database to identify analysis techniques for 
timing properties of embedded system searched in ACM - SIGBED. 

 

 
 

Table 3.c – Input search keywords, reasoning and database to identify analysis techniques for 
timing properties of embedded system searched in Springerlink. 

 
 
The above tables provide information for obtaining the analysis of timing properties of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: IEEE selected

"Timing properties" AND 120 91 To obtain the various timing properties of real time 

"Real time systems" systems

"Analysis of timing 1 1 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"

"Analysis" AND "timing 178 81 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: ACM-SIGBED selected

"Analysis of timing 2 1 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"

"Analysis" AND "timing 53 40 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: Springerlink selected

"Analysis of timing 20 16 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"

"Analysis" AND "timing 38 20 To obtain various analysis techniques for timing properties

properties"
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of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

The total number of papers obtained as search results from all the three databases was 412 and from 

those, 250 papers were reviewed. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. 

Inclusion criteria: 

• Research papers containing description of the various validation techniques of timing 

properties. 

• Research papers containing references for validation techniques of timing properties. 

• Instead of entire database, specific sections of the database are searched with the input search 

keywords. This is applied for ACM and Springerlink. In ACM, only SIGBED (Special Interest 

Group on Embedded Systems) is searched with the pre-determined input keywords.  
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• In Springerlink, the following criteria are applied while searching for research papers with the 

pre-determined keywords: Collection → Computer Science, Subject → Software Engineering/ 

Programming and Operating systems. 

 

Exclusion Criteria: 

 

• Inaccessible research papers, journals and books that are obtained from the search results in 

the prescribed databases. The reason for inaccessibility is that, they are accessible only for 

Springerlink subscribers and restricted to others. All the databases were accessed through 

Mälardalen University log in. 

• Research papers dealing with artificial intelligence, nuclear science, medical science, applied 

physics. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 - Analysis of timing properties 
 

The timing properties are often analyzed in order to obtain the worst case estimates of timing behavior 

and to check the what-if scenarios on a prototype. 
 

The motivation behind the analysis of timing properties are as follows: 

• To find the suitable values for parameters and better values if not yet specified parameters.  

• For the purpose of testing the system in erroneous situations. 

• For the purposes of teaching and training the users of the system regarding the conformance of 

the system’s behavior with respect to the users requirements and expectations. 

 

The analysis of timing properties can be performed using the following methods: 

 

1. Dynamic timing analysis method [46] 

Dynamic timing analysis method is based on system execution traces [47]. Dynamic timing analysis is 

used to investigate the reasons for faults in the timing constraints. Target systems timing behavior is 

represented using colored process interaction graph. The colored process interaction graph depicts the 

process interaction and their corresponding timing at which the interactions are executed in the target 

system. In order to reduce the complexity of the timing analysis, the dedicated colored process 

interaction graph is obtained from colored process interaction graph at a defined timing constraint. 

 

2. Trace analysis [48] 

The complex operations of CPU scheduler are recorded using traces. The above mentioned reference 

provides a method to record virtual traces. This in turn helps in easier adaptability with the already 

Analysis of 
timing 

properties

Dynamic timing 
analysis method

Trace analysis

Static analysis

Q - Model
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prevailing CPU designs. Trace analysis solves the problem of modeling out of order CPU for WCET 

analysis. The above referenced paper presents an algorithm for construction of virtual traces and also 

provides an evaluation method to evaluate the trace analysis. 

 

3. Static analysis [49] 

Static analysis is an approach that is used to evaluate the correctness of the real time system based on a 

set of metrics. An example for static analysis is schedulability analysis. Static analysis assists in 

planning the resource budgets and timing requirements during the design phase.  

 

4. Q-Model [50] 

Q-model is a mathematical model to analyze the timing properties quantitatively. The Q-model 

proposed in the above referenced paper is based on thermodynamic time concept which is also utilized 

in Petri Nets. The timing analysis using Q-model consists of three steps: ‘separate elements of the 

descriptions, ‘pairs of interacting processes’ and ‘groups of interacting processes’.  

 

Separate elements of descriptions - In this phase various time parameters such as execution time, 

process timeset etc are checked for specification errors. 

 

Pairs of interacting processes – In this phase the interacting processes are analyzed whether they are 

executed synchronously or asynchronously. 

 

Groups of interacting processes – In this phase the interacting processes are analyzed for presence of 

deadlocks. 

 

4.3 Validation of timing properties 

In order to determine how the timing properties of embedded system are being validated, we formulate 

the following research question to guide our search process. 

 

Research question: What are the various methods available to validate timing properties of embedded 

systems? 

The research papers addressing validation of timing properties were obtained by utilizing and 

following the below mentioned input search keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

 
 

Table 4.a - Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify validation techniques for timing 
properties for IEEE database. 

 

 
 

Table 4.b - Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify validation techniques for timing 
properties for ACM - SIGBED database. 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: IEEE selected

"Timing properties" AND 120 91 To obtain the various timing properties of real time 

"Real time systems" systems

"validation" AND "timing 9 8 To obtain the research papers addressing validation of 

properties" timing properties

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: ACM-SIGBED selected

"Validation of timing 2 2 To obtain the research papers addressing validation of 

properties" timing properties

"validation" AND "timing 19 14 To obtain the research papers addressing validation of 

properties" timing properties
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Table 4.c - Input search terms, reasoning, databases to identify validation techniques for timing 
properties for Springerlink database. 

 
 
The above tables provide information for obtaining the validation techniques for timing properties of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: Springerlink selected

"Validation of timing 3 3 To obtain the research papers addressing validation of 

properties" timing properties

"validation" AND "timing 23 14 To obtain the research papers addressing validation of 

properties" timing properties
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Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

The total number of papers obtained as search results from all the three databases was 176 and from 

them 132 papers were reviewed. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [27], [28], [29], [30], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55]. 

Inclusion criteria: 

 

• Research papers containing description of the various validation techniques of timing 

properties. 

• Research papers containing references for validation techniques of timing properties. 

• Instead of entire database, specific sections of the database are searched with the input search 

keywords. This is applied for ACM and Springerlink. In ACM, only SIGBED (Special Interest 

Group on Embedded Systems) is searched with the pre-determined input keywords.  

• In Springerlink, the following criteria are applied while searching for research papers with the 

pre-determined keywords: Collection → Computer Science, Subject → Software Engineering/ 

Programming and Operating systems. 

 

Exclusion Criteria: 

 

• Inaccessible research papers, journals and books that are obtained from the search results in 

the prescribed databases. The reason for inaccessibility is that, they are accessible only for 

Springerlink subscribers and restricted to others. All the databases were accessed through 

Mälardalen University log in. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 - Validation of timing properties 
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4.3.1 RBA [51] 

RBA stands for Reservation Based timing Analysis. Through RBA it is possible to validate the system 

incrementally throughout system development and upgrade. This is a cost effective approach towards 

the development and upgrade of the real time properties of the system. Validation of real time systems 

is achieved by a combination of analytical models and testing behavior. In RBA, timing analyses is 

implemented at an earlier stage in the developmental process. In RBA estimation of end to end, system 

level timing behavior is performed. RBA performs various processes during the system life cycle such 

as abstract timing analysis is implemented during the decomposition stage. An example for RBA is a 

case study titled “a generic attitude guidance and autopilot (AGA) missile sub system” which is 

explained in [51]. 

 

4.3.2 OMEGA UML 

OMEGA UML is dedicated for the formal specification and validation of the real time systems [52]. 

The important features of OMEGA UML are as follows: 

1. OMEGA UML consists of small and coherent set of concepts which are used to describe the 

architecture and behavior of the system. 

2. OMEGA UML can be used to formalize the timing properties of the system. 

3. OMEGA UML is a perfect concurrent execution model for the real time applications [53]. 

4.3.3 VDM++ 

VDM++ is a model based and object oriented specification language and it is based on the Vienna 

Development Method (VDM) [54]. VDM is a model oriented formal method which is used for 

developing computer software and systems. VDM++ consists of formally defined syntax, static and 

dynamic semantics which is an extension of the ISO standard VDM-SL language. VDM + + is used 

for both specification and validation of timing properties of embedded system. VDM-SL is a formal 

specification language [55]. The support for validation is provided by means of an interpreter which 

allows the execution of the VDM++ models written within the executable subset of the language. 

VDM++ consists of validation conjectures. These conjectures represent the timing relationship 

between the different system level events found in an execution trace. Separation conjecture is one of 

the examples. It is represented as Separate (e1, c, e2, d, m). Here e1 and e2 are event names, c is state 

predicate, d is the delay between e1 and e2, and m is match flag which takes boolen values true or 

false depending on the equality of e1 and e2. A separate (e1, c, e2, d, m) is true for an execution trace 

if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 

∀i1, t1 ·O (e1, i1, t1) ^E(c, t1) => 

¬�i2, t2 ·O(e2, i2, t2)^t1 ≤ t2 < t1 +d ^ 

(m => i1 = i2) ^ (e1 = e2 => i2 = i1+1) 

 

Limitations of validation algorithms 

Over the last decade lots of research has been levied upon for the research in the state of art validation 

algorithms which has resulted in the mature state currently [27]. But there are certain limitations of 

them which are as follows: 
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• Existing validation algorithms are based on periodic task model and they are accurate only 

when the   requirements of the applications are small and the resource consumed is known 

[28]. 

• The existing validation algorithms are suitable to deal with deterministic constraints [29]. 

• The existing validation algorithms cannot be used to validate timing properties of dynamic 

multiprocessor and distributed system [30]. 

 

4.4 Types of timing properties 

In order to determine the types of timing properties of embedded system, we formulate the following 

research question to guide our search process. 

 

Research Question: 

What are the various types of timing properties present in embedded systems? 

 

The research papers addressing types of timing properties were obtained by utilizing and following the 

below mentioned input search keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

 

Table 5.a - Input search, reasoning, databases to identify various types of timing properties for 

IEEE database 

 

Table 5.b - Input search, reasoning, databases to identify various types of timing properties for 

ACM - SIGBED database 

 

Table 5.c - Input search, reasoning, databases to identify various types of timing properties for 

Springerlink database 

 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the types of timing properties of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: IEEE selected

"Timing properties" AND 120 91 To obtain the various timing properties of real time 

"Real time systems" systems

"Types of timing properties" 1 1 To obtain the types of timing properties

"types" AND "timing 15 4 To obtain the types of timing properties

properties

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: ACM-SIGBED selected

"types" AND "timing 33 24 To obtain the types of timing properties

properties

Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

Database: Springerlink selected

"types" AND "timing 36 29 To obtain the types of timing properties

properties
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procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

The total number of papers obtained as search results from all the three databases was 205 and from 

them 149 papers were reviewed. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [56], [57], [58], [59], [60]. 

Inclusion criteria: 

 

• Research papers containing description of the various types of timing properties. 

• Research papers containing references for types of timing properties. 
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• Instead of entire database, specific sections of the database are searched with the input search 

keywords. This is applied for ACM and Springerlink. In ACM, only SIGBED (Special Interest 

Group on Embedded Systems) is searched with the pre-determined input keywords.  

• In Springerlink, the following criteria are applied while searching for research papers with the 

pre-determined keywords: Collection → Computer Science, Subject → Software Engineering/ 

Programming and Operating systems. 

 

Exclusion Criteria: 

 

• Inaccessible research papers, journals and books that are obtained from the search results in 

the prescribed databases. The reason for inaccessibility is that, they are accessible only for 

Springerlink subscribers and restricted to others. All the databases were accessed through 

Mälardalen University log in. 

 

 

Figure - 5 Types of timing properties 

4.4.1 Performance bound properties 

These are the properties which characterize timewise correctness of events and data. And these 

properties signify the importance of timewise correctness of inter-process communication. There 

properties are the most extensively studied properties by many researchers [57]. Typical examples of 

performance bound properties are execution time, response time and time out.  

4.4.2 Safety Properties [58] 

Safety properties include upper bounds and lower bounds and they make sure that events execute 

before the termination of time. 
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4.4.3 Event and Data properties [56] 

These timing properties are used to represent the interval between the various events taking place in 

the system and their corresponding correctness of the data. Typical properties under this group are: 

1. Validity time interval of data/event [59] 

2. Tolerance, equivalence and simultaneity intervals for matching time instants and events in 

various time counting/measuring systems. 

4.4.4 Inter-process communication properties  

This property is very essential for hard real time systems. This property is used to check whether the 

time parameters and constraints are consistent and non-contradicting. In order to understand the 

correctness of the inter-process communication properties, one has to understand the following 

concepts about time: 

1. Time is fully reversible according to theoretical physics and time is present in transformational 

programs. 

2. Time is needed to match the dynamical nature of the computer with its corresponding 

environment. Time is also required to describe the physical processes of computer interaction. 

Time is necessary to explain the evolution of real time system. 

3. Time is essential to express and analyze time selective interaction [56]. 

4.4.5 Component Timing Properties [60] 

Component timing properties do not depend on the system run time execution and scheduling. 

Component timing properties include properties like worst case, mean case and best case execution 

times. 

4.4.6 Application Timing Properties [60] 

These are the properties which are closely connected to run time instances, tasks and scheduling 

algorithms used in the system. Application timing properties include properties like response time of a 

task, blocking time of a task and the number of missed deadlines of a task.  

The types of timing properties explained above are not necessarily orthogonal. For example execution 

time can be a performance bound timing property and also a component timing property. Similarly 

response time is an application timing property as well as performance bound property. 
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4.5 Parameters of timing properties [61] 

 

 

Figure - 6 Parameters of Timing Properties 

 

 

 

4.5.1 Start Period 

Start period is defined as the possible minimum and maximum time periods between two successive 

activations. 

4.5.2 Start Time 

The time at which a task instance starts its execution 

4.5.3 Period 

The amount of time between the earliest start times of consecutive execution times of a task is known 

as the period of a task 

4.5.4 Deadline 

The time by which a task should have completed its execution is known as the deadline of a task [62]. 

4.5.5 Execution time interval 

It is the time interval between the time taken for data production and completion of execution 

[63]. 
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5. Classification of timing properties 

 

Figure 7 - Classification of timing properties 

The above classification model of timing properties is constructed from the papers obtained in the 

below mentioned table. 

 

Table 6 - Search terms, reasoning to identify classification of timing properties in IEEE database 

The conceptual model of the classification of timing properties of embedded system as described in 

figure 1 is explained in this chapter. 

5.1 Blocking Time 

Blocking time is the time spent waiting by a higher priority task which is blocked by a lower priority 

task due to priority inversion. Blocking time is part of the response time of a task. The response time 

of a task consists of execution time, blocking time and preemption time of a task. Priority ceiling 

protocol is used to minimize the duration of blocking time to that of execution time of single critical 

section of a lower priority task. Apart from priority ceiling protocol, Two-Version priority ceiling 

protocol (2VPCP) can also be used to reduce the blocking time of higher priority tasks. This 2VPCP is 

based on the concept of dynamic serializability adjustment [65]. 
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Input search keyword Number of hits No. of papers Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword
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"Timing properties" AND 120 91 To obtain the various timing properties of real time 
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Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

blocking time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

blocking time? 

 

Table 7 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for blocking time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for blocking time of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"specification" AND 3 7 24 3 6 20 To identify the specification models of blocking time

"blocking time"

"analysis" AND "blocking 36 19 4 15 19 4 To identify and enlist the analysis techniques of blocking

time" time

"Validation" AND "blocking 0 0 1 0 0 0 To identify the validation techniques of blocking time

time"

"parameters" AND 4 9 3 4 9 0 To identify and enlist parameters of blocking time

"blocking time"  

"types" AND "blocking time" 0 6 0 0 6 0 To enlist the types of blocking time

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of blocking time the keyword “specification” AND “blocking time” was 

used to search in the prescribed databases for which 34 papers were obtained as search results. From 

them, 29 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for blocking time, 

the keyword “analysis” AND “blocking time” was used for which 59 papers were obtained as search 

results. And from them 38 papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of 

blocking time, the keyword “validation” AND “blocking time” is used for which the obtained papers 

were one and none were selected. To obtain the types of blocking time, the keyword “types” AND 

“blocking time” was used for which the obtained research papers were six and all the six were selected 

for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research 

question were [65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78]. 

Exclusion Criteria: 

Research papers dealing with blocking time in computer networks, optical networks, 

telecommunications, VLSI were excluded. 

Inclusion Criteria: 

Research papers dealing with blocking time described within the domains of response time of a task, 

real time databases and real time memory. 

 

Table 8 - Blocking time classification table 

 

 

Specification Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit Analysis Methods Minimization Techniques

Integer/Floating Type HATRIK 3.0 The Monitoring Algorithm LOT Scheduling N/A Slack Blocking time N/A

PRED-DF Protocol Worst Case Blocking Time

Checkpoint Technique

Priority inheritance Protocol

KAST

2VPCP

Lock based + wait free

Value Representation Analysis
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5.1.1 Value representation 

Blocking time is measured in nanoseconds [65]. Integer or floating type can be used to represent 

blocking time. The default value of blocking time would be zero. 

5.1.2 Specification  

HARTIK 3.0 is used to specify the blocking time. HARTIK is a hard real time kernel which is used 

for the development of real time applications in hard control systems, soft multimedia systems and 

distributed systems [66]. 

5.1.3 Analysis 

The analysis of blocking time can be performed using the monitoring algorithm. This monitoring 

algorithm is explained in detail in [65]. Minimization techniques of blocking time are taken into 

consideration under the analysis classification of blocking time since there are lots of minimization 

techniques available used to reduce the blocking time in a system. These blocking time minimization 

techniques are discussed below. 

5.1.3.1 Lot Scheduling 

Lot scheduling consists of independent and incremented scheduling operations that minimizes the idle 

time as much as possible between the previously scheduled operation and upcoming scheduled 

operation. Thereby lot scheduling minimizes the blocking time [67]. 

5.1.3.2 PRED-DF protocol 

PRED-DF is a predictable, semantic, locking based concurrency control protocol designed for main-

memory real time database systems. It generates serializable schedules and utilizes knowledge 

obtained from analysis of applications data flow in order to reduce blocking times [68]. 

5.1.3.3 Checkpoint technique 

Checkpoint technique utilizes the pre recorded process dependency information to reduce the blocking 

time. This is implemented by sending checkpoint requests to dependent process thus time is saved to 

trace the dependency tree [69]. 

5.1.3.4 Priority inheritance protocol 

Priority ceiling protocol minimizes the worst case task blocking time to the duration of execution of a 

single critical section of lower priority task [70]. 

5.1.3.5 KAST 

KAST is a flash translation layer which is used to configure the maximum log block associativity to 

control the worst case blocking time. The performance of KAST is efficient when compared to the 

existing FTL schemes. FTL stands for flash translation layer. FTL is a software used to provide a 

logical address space to file systems and is used to map the logical address with the physical address in 

flash type memory devices [71]. 
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5.1.3.6 2VPCP 

Two version priority ceiling protocol is used to minimize the blocking time of higher priority tasks 

which is based on dynamic serializability adjustment [72]. 

5.1.3.7 Lock based + wait free 

This approach is based on the combination of lock based and wait free approaches to minimize the 

blocking time of tasks in addition to reduce the required memory size [73]. 

 

5.1.4 Validation 

There was no validation techniques found for blocking time for the given keywords in the prescribed 

databases. Research papers have to be published on the information describing the current status of 

validation/verification of blocking time. 

5.1.5 Types 
 
The types of blocking time are slack blocking time, worst case blocking time. 

 

Slack blocking time - It is the longest time of a period for which the process can be blocked without 

disturbing the schedulability [74]. 

 
Worst case blocking time - It is the”longest critical section of any lower priority tasks which accesses 

a semaphore with an equal or a higher ceiling protocol” [75]. 

 
5.1.6 Parameters 
 

There were no parameters found for blocking time for the given keywords in the chosen databases. 

 

5.2 Execution time 

Execution time is the quantity of processor time that is required to execute a task or a job in a 

computer system [169]. There are two types of execution time. They are worst case execution time and 

best case execution time. The proposed classification model classifies worst case execution time and 

best case execution time. Classification of WCET (Worst Case Execution Time) and BCET (Best Case 

Execution Time) is performed to give a deeper insight into the execution time classification model. 

5.2.1 Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) 

The longest possible execution time of a task is known as worst case execution time of a task. 

5.2.1.1 Value representation 

Floating type is used to represent the value of WCET. The default unit for WCET can be microsecond 

or millisecond depending on the execution time of the task. 
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Table 9 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for worst case execution time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for worst case execution time 

of embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"WCET" AND "specification" 14 72 14 14 72 5 To identify the specification models for WCET

"Analysis" AND "WCET 259 169 37 259 169 11 To identify the analysis techniques for WCET

"Validation" AND "WCET" 15 45 18 15 45 4 To identify the validation techniques of WCET

"parameters" AND "WCET" 0 0 0 0 0 0 To identify the parameters of WCET

"Types" AND "WCET" 0 0 0 0 0 0 To identify the types of WCET

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of worst case execution time the keyword “specification” AND “WCET” 

was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 100 papers were obtained as search results. 

From them, 91 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for worst case 

execution time, the keyword “analysis” AND “WCET” was used for which 465 papers were obtained 

as search results. And from them 439 papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation 

techniques of blocking time, the keyword “validation” AND “WCET” is used for which the obtained 

papers were 78 and 64 were selected from them for review. To obtain the types of worst case 

execution time, the keyword “types” AND “WCET” was used for which the obtained research papers 

were none. To obtain the parameters of worst case execution time, the keyword “parameters” AND 

“WCET” was used for which the obtained research papers were none. From those, the papers which 

yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question were [76], [77], [80], [81], [82], 

[165], [166], [167], [168]. 

Inclusion criteria: 

Research papers dealing with worst case execution time. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with automation, CAD (Computer Aided Design). 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for worst 

case execution time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

worst case execution time? 

 

Table 10 - Worst Case Execution Time Classification 

 

5.2.1.2 Specification 

5.2.1.2.1 Aspect level WCET specification 

Aspect level WCET specification contains the WCET of internal body code, WCET of the used 

mechanisms and number of used mechanisms [76]. 

Specification Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit Static Methods

Floating  Type Microsecond Aspect level WCET Value Analysis Measurement Based Methods Measurement and analysis N/A N/A

MilliSecond specification Control Flow Analysis Commercial WCET tools AAC tool

Processor Behavior analysis

Scope Tree Estimate Calculation

Symbolic Simulation

Value Representation Analysis
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5.2.1.2.2 Scope Tree 
 

Scope tree proposes an approach to specify the WCET of a program or sub program as a symbolic 

expression. In scope tree WCET is specified as a parameterized expression. This can be a function of 

external variables instead of a constant value [77]. 

 

5.2.1.3 Analysis 

WCET analysis is performed to measure the upper bounds for the execution time of a piece of code for 

an application. These bounds are required for the proper allocation of exact CPU time to the tasks of 

the application. WCET analysis is hardware dependent. The goals of WCET analysis are provision of 

safe bounds and tightness of computed WCET bounds. The analysis of WCET is presented in two 

different dedicated columns. One is the static methods and other is the measurement based methods 

which are used to measure the WCET. 

5.2.1.3.1 Static methods [165] 

Static methods do not depend on execution of the code on real hardware or using a simulator. Static 

methods utilize the task code, combine them with certain abstract model of the system and calculate 

the upper bounds from the obtained combination. The different static methods to analyze blocking 

time are discussed below. 

5.2.1.3.2 Value analysis [165], [166] 

Value analysis computes the effective addresses from the processor registers at every program point. 

This is helpful to determine the loop bounds and to find infeasible paths. 

5.2.1.3.3 Control flow analysis [165] 

Control flow analysis is used to obtain information about probable execution paths. The final result of 

control flow analysis consists of an annotated syntax tree. 

5.2.1.3.4 Processor behavior analysis [165] 

Processor behavior analysis finds the invariants of the occupancy states for any given task. This 

analysis is performed on a linked executable and it is based on the abstract model of the processor, 

memory subsystem, buses and the peripherals. 

5.2.1.3.5 Estimate calculation [165] 

In estimate calculation there are three different methods which are combined analytically to determine 

the end to end WCET estimates. The three different methods are structure based, path based and 

implicit path enumeration (IPET) [167]. In structure based the upper bound is calculated through the 

bottom up traversal of the syntax tree which combines the bounds for the constituents of the 

statements. In path based bound calculation, the upper bound for a task is calculated by computing the 

bounds for different paths in a task and searching for the overall path with the longest execution time. 

In IPET the upper bound is calculated by maximizing sum of products of the execution counts and 

times. 
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5.2.1.3.6 Symbolic simulation [168] 

Here, the execution of the task is simulated in an abstract model of the processor without providing 

any input values. Symbolic simulation integrates flow analysis, processor behavior prediction and 

bound calculation in a single phase. 

5.2.1.3.7 Measurement based methods [165] 

Measurement based methods influence specific parts of the timing analysis problem by executing the 

given task on the prescribed simulator for certain inputs and thus measuring the execution time of the 

tasks or part of the tasks. Measurement based tools are capable of computing execution time bounds 

for processors with basic and simple timing behavior and compute only estimates for complex 

processors. In recent years there has been a trend of switching over to measurement based techniques 

for computation of timing analysis and WCET analysis for the reason that hardware for real time 

embedded devices are becoming complex and as a result of it the analysis is also proving to be 

difficult [78]. 

5.2.1.3.8 Commercial WCET tools [165] 

These commercial WCET tools include both static based tools, measurement based tools and hybrid 

tools which include both static and measurement based techniques. Examples for static based tools are 

aiT, IRISA and Bound-T. Example for measurement based tools is RapiTime. Hybrid WCET tools are 

SWEET and Chalmers prototype. 

5.2.1.4 Validation 

Validation of the correctness of the WCET is essential for the reason that WCET estimation process 

maybe prone to errors. Validation of WCET is implemented by measurement in the target system and 

analysis of program codes. Validation of WCET at target system is performed by execution of the 

software and measurement of execution time before system deployment [79]. AAC [80] is a tool 

which can be used for the validation of timing analysis performed by aiT [81]. 

5.2.1.5 Types 

The types of WCET were unavailable for the given keywords which were searched on the prescribed 

databases. Since WCET is already a type of execution time, it maybe a reason for the non existence of 

types of WCET. 

5.2.1.6 Parameter 

A sporadic task is characterized by a worst case execution time parameter [82]. Since WCET is 

already a parameter, it maybe a reason for non existence of parameters for WCET. 
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5.2.2 Best Case Execution Time (BCET) 

The shortest execution time is called as the best case execution time [83]. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for best 

case execution time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

best case execution time? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with best case execution time. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with high performance architecture and grid computing, integrated circuit and 

design, cyber physical system. 

 

Table 11 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for best case execution time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for best case execution time 

of embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"BCET" AND "specification" 0 8 20 0 8 15 To identify the specification models for BCET

"Analysis" AND "BCET" 2 16 37 2 16 29 To identify the analysis techniques for BCET

"Validation" AND "BCET" 0 5 0 0 5 0 To identify the validation techniques of BCET

"parameters" AND "BCET" 0 8 0 0 8 0 To identify the parameters of BCET

"Types" AND "BCET" 0 8 0 0 7 0 To identify the types of BCET

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of BCET the keyword “specification” AND “BCET” was used to search in 

the prescribed databases for which 28 papers were obtained as search results. From them, 23 papers 

were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for BCET, the keyword “analysis” 

AND “BCET” was used for which 54 papers were obtained as search results. And from them 47 

papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of BCET, the keyword 

“validation” AND “BCET” is used for which the obtained papers was five and all the five of them 

were selected for review. To obtain the types of BCET, the keyword “types” AND “BCET” was used 

for which the obtained research papers were eight and out of them, seven were selected for review. To 

obtain the parameters of BCET, the keyword “parameters” AND “BCET” is used for which the 

obtained search results were 8 and all the eight of them is selected for review.  From those, the papers 

which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question were [84], [85], [86]. 

 

 

Table 12 - Best Case Execution Time Classification 

 

Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Floating Type Microsecond N/A 1. Timing Analyzer UPPAAL N/A N/A

Millisecond 2. Integer linear programming

    solver

3. Best-Case analysis

3.a Trivial Best case estimation

3.b Iterative Best case estimation

Value Representation
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5.2.2.1 Value representation 

Floating type is the data type used to represent best case execution time. Microsecond or millisecond 

is used to specify the units of best case execution time. 

5.2.2.2 Specification 

Specifications for BCET were unavailable for the given keywords in the prescribed databases. The 

reason for this maybe, that there is lot of focus on worst case execution time compared to best case 

execution time. 

5.2.2.3 Analysis 

Analysis of BCET is essential to guarantee control accuracy and stability of distributed hard real time 

systems and for the prediction of best case performance. There are numerous cases where it is 

necessary to predict the best case performance. One such case is the computation of response jitter. 

Response jitter is the maximum difference in the response time of a task or a sequence of tasks which 

is an important parameter in real time control systems. Since the execution of control algorithms 

depend on the periodic samplings and actuations, certain differences in the periods can lead to false 

calculations and unstable output. Thus, in order to guarantee control preciseness and stability it is 

essential to compute tight bounds of such variations. A precise best case analysis is highly 

indispensable for this purpose [84]. 

It is possible to minimize the jitter by computation of the best case response time. The best case 

analysis can be performed using trivial best case estimation and iterative best case estimation [86]. A 

timing analyzer can be used to predict the best case bounds for a specific part of the code. The timing 

analyzer utilizes the instruction caching categorizations, machine dependent information, control flow 

information to predict the best case bounds predictions [85]. Integer Linear Programming solver can 

be used to calculate single BCET prediction for the entire program [86]. 

5.2.2.4 Verification 

UPPAAL tool suite is used in conjunction with an approach called as iterative bounded liveness to 

verify best case execution time. 

5.2.2.5 Types and parameter 

There were no types and parameters found for BCET for the given keywords in the prescribed 

databases. 

5.3 Response time 

The time interval between the release time and the completion time of a task instance is known as 

response time of a task. There are two types of response time. They are Best Case Response Time 

(BCET) and Worst Case Response Time (WCRT). The proposed classification model classifies BCET 

and WCET to provide a better and clear understanding of response time of a task. 

5.3.1 Best Case Response Time (BCRT) 

BCRT is defined as the shortest time interval between the release time of the task and the completion 

time of the task instance. The BCRT of a task takes place when the task is least preempted by higher 

priority tasks and its own execution time is the minimum. 
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Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for best 

case response time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

blocking time? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing best case response time of embedded systems. 

Exclusion criteria 

• Research papers presented in German language 

• Research papers dealing with topic such as telecommunications engineering, internet systems. 

 

 

 

Table 13 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for Best Case Response time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for best case response time of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"BCRT" AND "specification" 0 0 3 0 0 0 To identify the specification models for BCRT

"Analysis" AND "Best case 3 4 3 3 4 1 To identify the analysis techniques for BCRT

response time"

"Validation" AND "Best 0 2 5 0 2 5 To identify the validation techniques of BCRT

case response time"

"parameters" AND "Best 0 3 11 0 3 9 To identify the parameters of BCRT

case response time"

"Types" AND "Best 0 2 11 0 2 9 To identify the types of BCRT

case response time"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of best case response time the keyword “specification” AND “BCRT” was 

used to search in the prescribed databases for which three papers were obtained as search results. From 

them, none papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for worst case 

execution time, the keyword “analysis” AND “Best Case Response Time” was used for which 10 

papers were obtained as search results. And from them eight papers were selected for review. To 

obtain the validation techniques of blocking time, the keyword “validation” AND “Best case response 

time” is used for which the obtained papers were seven and all of the seven were selected from them 

for review. To obtain the types of worst case execution time, the keyword “types” AND “best case 

response time” was used for which the obtained research papers were 13 and out of them, 11 is 

selected for review. To obtain the parameters of worst case execution time, the keyword “parameters” 

AND “best case response time” was used for which the obtained research papers were 14, and out of 

them, 12 was selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [84], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91]. 

 

Table 14 - Best Case Response Time Classification 

 

 

Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Floating Type Microsecond N/A 1. Algorithm (Ola & Martin) Model Checking N/A Response Jitter

Millisecond 2. GGH method

3. BCRT analysis (Lei et al)

4. BCRT algorithm (Razvan et al) 

5. BCRT analysis (Taewoong et al)

6. Recursive equation

Value Representation
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5.3.1.1 Value representation 

Floating type is the data unit used to represent the value of best case response time. BCET is measured 

in millisecond or microsecond. 

5.3.1.2 Specification 

No specification method was found for BCRT for the given search terms in the prescribed set of 

databases. 

5.3.1.3 Analysis 

The accurate analysis of best case response time of a task can minimize the worst case response time 

of other tasks and increase the schedulability. BCRT is assumed to be zero since there is a lack of 

BCRT analysis techniques. This leads to higher values of task jitter than the actual value. This in turn 

leads to higher pessimistic scheduling results which results in low system utilization and waste of 

system resources [87]. 

5.3.1.3.1 Ola & Martin algorithm 

Ola and Martin [88] have proposed a solution to calculate the best case response time of a periodic 

task set with fixed priorities. This algorithm is based on the identification of best case phasing of low 

priority tasks when compared to higher priority tasks. The BCRT calculation for a transaction requires 

computing the execution sequence which is known as the best case phasing for which the transaction 

has undergone its smallest global response time. The best case phasing of a task occurs when the task 

completes its execution along with the release of all its higher priority tasks and these have 

experienced their maximum release jitter [88]. 

5.3.1.3.2 GGH method [89] 

The BCRT of a task takes place when the task is least preempted by higher priority tasks and its own 

execution time is the minimum. For a task to be preempted by its higher priority tasks, the task should 

be instantly activated after the higher priority tasks have completed their execution in best case. The 

next activation of higher priority tasks should take place as late as possible. The GGH method is based 

on the above mentioned scenario. The GGH method is used to compute the BCRT [89]. 

5.3.1.3.3 BCRT Analysis (Lei et al.) 

Lei et al. [84] have developed an algorithm to analyze the best case end to end response time for hard 

real time distributed systems. In this method an execution sequence known as best case phasing is 

computed initially in order to analyze the best case response time. The best case phasing of a task 

occurs when all the released higher priority tasks has experienced the maximum jitters.  

5.3.1.3.4 BCRT algorithm 

Razvan et al have proposed an algorithm based on Round Robin scheduling to compute the best case 

response time [90]. In this method the shortest response time of a task is calculated. To compute the 

shortest response time of a task, the execution of the first activation of the task is analyzed. 
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5.3.1.3.5 BCRT analysis (Taewoong et al.) 

Taewoong et al have proposed a new BCRT analysis technique to compute the best case response time 

accurately and minimize the activation jitter bounds. Here the activation jitter refers to the difference 

between best case response time and worst case response time of the previous task. The best case 

response time is calculated by computing the relative phase between the tasks. The best case response 

time for a task takes place when the task is not preempted by any of the higher priority tasks. The 

execution time of that task will be at its minimum [89]. 

5.3.1.3.6 Recursive equation [91] 

Reinder Bril et al have proposed a simple recursive equation to calculate the best case response times 

of periodic tasks based on fixed priority preemptive scheduling and arbitrary phasings. The best case 

response time is calculated using optimal instant. The optimal instant of a task takes place when the 

phasings of the task’s release time are considered for the following conditions: The execution of the 

task begins immediately after its release and the tasks completion coincides with the release of the 

higher priority tasks simultaneously [91]. 

5.3.1.4 Validation 

Model checker is used to check the BCRT of an upstream task. This approach has the possibility to 

break down if the task graph has a loop. The prediction of BCRT is important to guarantee control 

accuracy and stability of distributed hard real time systems [84]. 

5.3.1.5 Types 

There could not be found any types of best case response time maybe due to the reason that BCRT is 

already a type of response time.  

5.3.1.6 Parameter 

Response jitter is a parameter for BCRT. Response jitter is the maximum variation is the response 

time of a task or sequence of tasks [84]. 

 

 

5.3.2 Worst Case Response Time (WCRT) 

The longest possible time interval between the release time and the completion time of a task instance 

is known as the Worst Case Response Time. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for worst 

case response time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

worst case response time of embedded system? 
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Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with worst case response time. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with topics in industrial electronics. 

 

Table 15 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for Worst Case Response Time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for worst case response time 

of embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"WCRT" AND "specification" 3 7 4 3 7 3 To identify the specification models for WCRT

"Analysis" AND "WCRT" 3 23 4 3 23 4 To identify the analysis techniques for WCRT

"Validation" AND "wcrt" 0 1 2 0 1 1 To identify the validation techniques of WCRT

"parameters" AND "WCRT" 1 6 3 0 6 0 To identify the parameters of WCRT

"Types" AND "Worst 0 8 1 0 8 1 To identify the types of WCRT

case response time"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of worst case response time the keyword “specification” AND “WCRT” 

was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 14 papers were obtained as search results. 

From them, 13 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for worst case 

response time, the keyword “analysis” AND “WCRT” was used for which 30 papers were obtained as 

search results. And from them 30 papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques 

of worst case response time, the keyword “validation” AND “WCRT” is used for which the obtained 

papers were three and out of them, two were selected from them for review. To obtain the types of 

worst case response time, the keyword “types” AND “worst case response time” was used for which 

the obtained research papers were 9 and out of them, 9 were selected for review. To obtain the 

parameters of worst case response time, the keyword “parameters” AND “worst case response time” 

was used for which the obtained research papers were 10, and out of them, 6 was selected for review. 

From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question 

were [84], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [170], [171], [172], [173], [174]. 

 

 

Table 16 - Worst case response time Classification 

5.3.2.1 Value representation 

The data type of worst case response time representation is floating point and the value of worst case 

response time is measured in microseconds or milliseconds. 

5.3.2.2 Specification 

Specification for worst case response time was searched in the prescribed databases using the given 

input search terms and none specification methods were found. 

 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Floating point Microseconds N/A 1. NETCAR Analyzer N/A 1. Global WCRT Response Jitter

Milliseconds 2. WCRT Analysis (Xin et al) 2. Local WCRT

3. Aesircores 3. End to End WCRT

4. RapidIT

5. Max-plus

6. NUS

7. UoA MC

8. Taxys

9. Sequential WCRT algorithm

10. Polynomial time algorithm
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5.3.2.3 Analysis 

5.3.2.3.1 NETCAR Analyzer 

NETCAR analyzer is a tool used to compute the worst case response time of tasks thus helps the 

system designer optimize the scheduling of frames on Controller Area Network (CAN). NETCAR 

analyzer includes a series of algorithms that are used to increase the bus load twice the volume. Thus, 

extra CAN networks are no longer required. NETCAR analyzer can give a preview of the worst case 

situations beforehand [92]. 

5.3.2.3.2 WCRT analysis (Xin et al) 

Xin et al have presented a precise and efficient worst case response time analysis which is based on 

Kiel Esterel processor. The worst case response time is computed using the longest possible 

instruction sequence. The control flow of the esterel program is represented in the form of a graph 

which is known as KEP Assembler Graph which is abbreviated as KAG. KAG has two kinds of nodes 

namely terminal nodes and non-terminal nodes. Terminal nodes represent the start of the tick and the 

non-terminal nodes represent the instruction executed with a tick. Once the KAG is constructed, it is 

then optimized and labeled. The longest path is the KAG gives the worst case response time of a task 

[93]. 

5.3.2.3.3 AESIR-CORES 

AESIR-CORES provide tight bounds for WCRT estimates. Apart from that AESIR-CORES can 

compute exact WCRT values and it has the potential to calculate the unknown WCRT bound values 

from a statistical perspective. AESIR-CORES is a timing analysis framework which consist of a novel 

approximation techniques. Simulation optimization and statistical RTA techniques are used in the 

AESIR-CORES.  [94]. 

5.3.2.3.4 RapidRT 

RapidRT is a statistical approach developed at Mälardalen University for Worst Case Response Time 

Analysis targeted towards complex real time embedded systems. RapidRT integrates Extreme Value 

Theory (EVT) and other statistical methods to estimate WCRT. The algorithm for RapidRT is as 

follows: Initially reference data sets are constructed for the WCRT estimates by executing the Monte 

Carlo simulations for the reference data set. The highest value of the response time is chosen in each 

of the Monte Carlo simulation. The worst case response time estimates are performed on the tasks 

which are taken into analysis. The response time of the tasks are separated into different blocks of a 

certain size. Maximum values are computed for each of the blocks. Best-fit Gumbel parameters are 

estimated with the help of the search algorithm. The worst case response time is estimated by utilizing 

the best-fit Gumbel Max parameters which were estimated in the previous step [95]. 

5.3.2.3.5 Max Plus 

Max plus is the earliest developed WCRT analysis technique. WCRT is computed by adding the 

WCRT of individual threads and it has a linear complexity [96]. 

5.3.2.3.6 Polynomial time algorithm 

Polynomial time algorithm is used to calculate upper bound to the worst case response time of a task. 

It uses “multi linear” workload approximations [97]. 
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5.3.2.3.7 Sequential WCRT algorithm 

Worst case response time of reactive programs is computed using sequential WCRT algorithm and it 

is written using Esterel language [98]. Other WCRT analysis techniques include NUS [170], [171], 

UoA MC [172] and Taxys [173] which are briefly explained in [99]. 

5.3.2.4 Validation 

Validation techniques was not found for worst case response time from the prescribed set of databases 

for the given input search terms. 

5.3.2.5 Types 

The three types of worst case response times are local worst case response time [101], end-to-end 

worst case response time [100] and global worst case response time. End-to-end worst case response 

time consists of summation of all the worst case response time of all the tasks present in a transaction 

[174]. Global worst case response time is the summation of worst case local response time of a task 

and worst case global response time of its direct predecessor task [84]. 

 

5.3.2.6 Parameter 

Response jitter is a parameter for BCRT. Response jitter is the maximum variation is the response 

time of a task or sequence of tasks [84]. 

 

5.4 Processor utilization bounds 

Processor utilization is the fraction of execution time of a task to the period of the same task. Liu & 

Layland computed the upper bound for processor utilization in [102]. Processor utilization bounds are 

used to estimate the performance of real time system. Processor utilization bounds depend on 

parameters such as system architecture and scheduling policy. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

processor utilization bounds of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to 

guide our search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters 

available for processor utilization bound? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research paper dealing with processor utilization bound. 

Exclusion criteria 

Papers based on network control system 
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Table 17 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for processor utilization bound. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for processor utilization 

bound of embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the 

keywords entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. 

Information processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of 

papers selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"processor utilization bound" 0 0 0 0 0 0 To identify the specification models for processor utilization bound

AND "specification"

"Analysis" AND 0 0 7 0 0 2 To identify the analysis techniques for processor utilization bound

"processor utilization bound"

"Validation" AND 0 0 1 0 0 1 To identify the validation techniques of processor utilization bound

"processor utilization bound"

"parameters" AND 0 0 3 0 0 1 To identify the parameters of processor utilization bound

"processor utilization bound"

"Types" AND 0 0 2 0 0 1 To identify the types of processor utilization bound

"processor utilization bound"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of processor utilization bound the keyword “specification” AND 

“processor utilization bound” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which zero papers 

were obtained as search results. To obtain the analysis techniques used for processor utilization bound, 

the keyword “analysis” AND “processor utilization bound” was used for which seven papers were 

obtained as search results. And from them two papers were selected for review. To obtain the 

validation techniques of processor utilization bound, the keyword “validation” AND “processor 

utilization bound” is used for which the obtained papers was one and that paper was selected for 

review. To obtain the types of processor utilization bound, the keyword “types” AND “processor 

utilization bound” was used for which the obtained research papers was 2 and out of them, 1 was 

selected for review. To obtain the parameters of processor utilization bound, the keyword 

“parameters” AND “processor utilization bound” was used for which the obtained research papers 

were three, and out of them, one was selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, 

clues, references and answers to the research question were [102], [103], [104], [105]. 

 

Table 18 - Processor utilization bounds Classification 

5.4.1 Value representation 

Integer or floating type is used as the data type to represent processor utilization bound. And the 

processor utilization bound is measured between the values of zero and one. 

5.4.2 Specification 

No specification models were found for processor utilization bound for the given set of search terms in 

the prescribed set of databases. 

5.4.3 Analysis 

5.4.3.1 LP-based approach 

LP-based approach is used to compute the processor utilization bounds for periodic task sets along 

with precedence constraints [103]. 

5.4.3.2 Virtual cluster based scheduling 

Virtual cluster based scheduling is used to enhance processor utilization and to remove the 

performance limitation of partitioned scheduling [104]. 

Specification Analysis Verification Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Integer/ Floating type Between 0 N/A 1. HySUCON Supervisory control algorithm N/A 1. Desired utilization set

& 1 2. LP-based approach      point

3. Virtual cluster based 2. Utilization Gain

     scheduling 3. Utilization factor

Value Representation
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5.4.3.3 HySUCON 

Hybrid Supervisory Utilization Control (HySUCON) is used for enforcing processor utilization 

bounds through the management of switching between discrete configurations. HySUCON is a hybrid 

supervisory control scheduling algorithm that is based on utilization control [105]. 

5.4.4 Verification 

Supervisory control algorithm makes sure that processor utilization stays within a predetermined 

region [105]. This supervisory control algorithm makes sure that the processor utilization bound is 

contained within certain values that are predetermined earlier. Supervisory control algorithm utilizes a 

feedback control loop to enable control over the dynamically changing task rates. Detailed explanation 

regarding the supervisory control algorithm is explained in [105]. 

5.4.5 Types 

There could not be any types of processor utilization bounds found for the given input of search terms 

in the prescribed databases. 

5.4.6 Parameters 

Processor utilization bound has three parameters namely desired utilization set point, utilization gain 

and utilization factor. 

5.4.6.1 Desired utilization set point (U�� [102] 

This parameter is used to ensure that processor utilization stays within a predetermined region. 

5.4.6.2 Utilization Gain (G��[102] 

Utilization gain is used to represent the ratio of change to the actual utilization and its estimation. 

5.4.6.3 Utilization factor [102] 

It is the fraction of time taken by the processor for the execution of the task set. 

 

5.5 Throughput 

Throughput is defined as the maximum rate at which an embedded system can receive and process the 

input data [106]. Throughput represents the run time speed of an application [107]. Throughput is 

influenced by the processor, bandwidth if memory bus and clock frequency of the system [108]. 

Throughput is an important metric in the real time industry, for example throughput is essential in the 

communication between a sensor and its signal processor. Transfer of data from the sensor to the 

signal processor requires high throughput [109]. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

throughput of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 
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What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

throughput? 

Inclusion criteria 

Papers dealing with throughput property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with network sensor systems, electronic components. 

 

Table 19 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for throughput. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for throughput of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"throughput" 2 133 3 2 81 2 To identify the specification models for throughput

AND "specification"

"throughput analysis" AND 0 10 7 0 10 7 To identify the analysis techniques for throughput

"embedded system"

"throughput validation" 1 0 1 0 0 0 To identify the validation techniques for throughput

"parameters" AND 6 184 0 6 125 0 To identify the parameters for throughput

"throughput"

"throughput type" 2 0 6 0 0 2 To identify the types of throughput

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of throughput the keyword “specification” AND “throughput” was used to 

search in the prescribed databases for which 138 papers were obtained as search results. From them, 

85 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for throughput of 

embedded system, the keyword “throughput analysis” AND “embedded system” was used for which 

17 papers were obtained as search results. And all the 17 papers were selected for review. To obtain 

the validation techniques of throughput, the keyword “throughput validation” is used for which the 

obtained papers were two and out of them none were selected from them for review. To obtain the 

types of throughput, the keyword “throughput type” was used for which the obtained research papers 

were 8 and out of them, two were selected for review. To obtain the parameters of throughput, the 

keyword “parameters” AND “throughput” was used for which the obtained research papers were 190, 

and out of them, 131 were selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, 

references and answers to the research question were [107], [109], [110], [111], [112], [175]. 

 

 

Table 20 - Throughput classification 

5.5.1 Value representation 

Floating point is used to represent the value of throughput. The default unit for throughput is 100% or 

1. 

5.5.2 Specification 

Throughput is specified through a formula by which the throughput is quantified using the elements 

from the model of real time threads [110]. 

Specification Anlaysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Floating Point 100% or 1 Model of real time 1. Scan Algorithm N/A Interface Throughput Packet Throughput

threads 2. Algorithm of Integer End Throughput Effective Throughput

    Programming Disk Throughput Thread Priorities

Value Representation
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5.5.3 Analysis (Optimization) 

Scan algorithm [111] is for the optimization of disk throughput. Scan algorithm minimizes the disk 

arm motion by which the disk throughput is increased. The Scan algorithm seeks throughout the disk 

at every cylinder waiting for the disk requests. There is one kind of Scan algorithm in which the disk 

seek is performed in a single direction which is either in the front or in the back direction [175]. 

Throughput which has boundary conditions is optimized with the algorithm of integer programming 

[107]. 

5.5.4 Types 

5.5.4.1 Interface throughput 

The quantity of data per unit time that can be sent and received in a communication subsystem by an 

application is called as interface throughput [109]. 

5.5.4.2 Instruction throughput 

The performance of a CPU can be measured using instruction throughput. It is calculated by 

measuring the number of instructions executed per unit time [108]. 

5.5.4.3 Disk throughput 

Disk throughput is the measurement of data written and read from a disk. It is represented as a fraction 

of memory per unit time [111]. 

5.5.5 Parameters 

5.5.5.1 Packet throughput 

Packet throughput is the quantity of the packets received by the received per transmitted packet [112]. 

5.5.5.2 Effective throughput 

Effective throughput is used to measure the effectiveness of a scheme when it comes to the efficiency 

of FEC code and idle time [112]. 

5.5.5.3 Thread priorities 

The quantification of java based real time applications throughput is performed with thread priorities 

as parameters [107]. 

 

5.6 Communication Time 

Communication time is the time required by the processor to access the resources which are external 

to the processor for example communication between different processors by message passing through 

the bus or through a gateway [113]. Communication time is an essential component in real time 

service oriented architecture. There are few existing works currently to compute the communication 

times [114]. Communication time is taken as a component of the execution time when the processes 

take place within a processor or a node [115]. 
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Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

communication time of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

communication time? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with communication time property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Papers based on high performance computing and networking, supercomputing and image processing. 

 

Table 21 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for communication time. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for communication time of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Input search keyword Reason for usage  of the  intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"communication time" 0 5 11 0 5 9 To identify the specification models for communication time

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"communication time" AND 0 10 44 0 10 25 To identify the analysis techniques for communication time

"embedded system" AND "analysis"

"communication time" AND "validation/ 0 3 11 0 3 7 To identify the validation techniques for communication time

verification" AND "embedded system"

"parameters" AND "communication time" 0 8 18 0 8 16 To identify the parameters for communication time

"embedded system"

"types" AND "communication time" 0 5 3 0 5 1 To identify the types of communication time

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of communication time the keyword “specification” AND “communication 

time” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 16 papers 

were obtained as search results. From them, 14 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis 

techniques used for communication time, the keyword “analysis” AND “communication time” AND 

“embedded system” was used for which 54 papers were obtained as search results. And from them 35 

papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of communication time, the 

keyword “validation” AND “communication time” AND “embedded system” is used for which the 

obtained papers were 26 and out of them, 10 were selected from them for review. To obtain the types 

of communication time, the keyword “types” AND “communication time” AND “embedded system” 

was used for which the obtained research papers were 8 and out of them, 6 were selected for review. 

To obtain the parameters of communication time, the keyword “parameters” AND “communication 

time” AND “embedded system” was used for which the obtained research papers were 26, and out of 

them, 24 were selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [80], [116], [117], [118], [119]. 

 

Table 22 - Communication time Classification 

5.6.1 Value Representation 

Communication time is measured in seconds, milliseconds [116] and floating point is used to represent 

the communication time. 

 

Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit

Floating point Milliseconds Communication N/A UPPAAL Worst case communication N/A

Seconds vector time

Value Representation
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5.6.2 Specification 

Communication vector is used to represent communication time at an edge to links from the link 

library [117]. 

5.6.3 Analysis 

Specific analysis methods for communication time could not be found. However, in [117] clustering of 

tasks was found which is a method used to minimize the communication time. 

5.6.4 Verification 

Communication time is verified by UPPAAL which is a model checking tool [118]. 

5.6.5 Types 

Worst case communication time is a type which is described in [119]. Worst case communication time 

is the longest possible time required by the processor to access the resources that are external to the 

processor. There are different types of communication modes which are sequential communication 

mode and concurrent communication mode [117]. Sequential communication mode is the type of 

mode for which the computation and communication cannot take place simultaneously. Concurrent 

communication mode is the type of communication mode for which the computation and 

communication occurs simultaneously. 

5.6.6 Parameter 

Communication time is already a parameter which is mentioned in [80]. Apart from it there could not 

be parameters found for communication time for the given keywords from the prescribed databases. 

 

5.7 Latency 

Latency is the delay of the operating system in response to an interrupt in order to handle interrupts 

and schedule tasks. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

latency of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

latency? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with latency property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers based on network sensor systems, VLIW architectures. 
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Table 23 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for latency. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for latency of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"latency" 10 67 0 10 52 0 To identify the specification models for latency

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"latency" AND 65 142 0 65 119 0 To identify the analysis techniques for latency

"embedded system" AND "analysis"

"latency" AND "validation/ 3 38 0 2 38 0 To identify the validation techniques for latency

verification" AND "embedded system"

"parameters" AND "latency" 6 57 0 5 49 0 To identify the parameters for latency

"embedded system"

"types" AND "latency" 8 95 0 8 81 0 To identify the types of latency

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of latency the keyword “specification” AND “latency” AND “embedded 

system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 167 papers were obtained as search 

results. From them, 62 papers were selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used latency 

of embedded system, the keyword “analysis” AND “latency” AND “embedded system” was used for 

which 207 papers were obtained as search results. And from them 184 papers were selected for 

review. To obtain the validation techniques of latency, the keyword “validation” AND “latency” AND 

“embedded system” is used for which the obtained papers were 41 and out of them, 40 were selected 

from them for review. To obtain the types of latency, the keyword “types” AND “latency” AND 

“embedded system” was used for which the obtained research papers were 103 and out of them, 89 

were selected for review. To obtain the parameters of latency, the keyword “parameters” AND 

“latency” AND “embedded system” was used for which the obtained research papers were 63, and out 

of them, 54 was selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and 

answers to the research question were [120], [121], [122]. 

 

Table 24 - Latency Classification Table 

5.7.1 Specification 

End to end latency is specified using timed automata which is a model checking based method [122]. 

5.7.2 Analysis (Minimization techniques) 

Latency of critical tasks can be reduced using CaDAnCE which stands for Criticality aware 

Deployment And Configuration Engine [120]. Latency of high priority interrupt driven tasks are 

reduced by two techniques namely Interrupt Handler Migration and Direct Interrupt Scheduling (DIS) 

[121]. 

5.7.3 Types 

5.7.3.1 OS Latency [122] 

OS latency is the elapsed time between the interrupt arrival time and process reactivation time. 

5.7.3.2 Interrupt Latency [122] 

Interrupt latency is the longest time for a real time operating system can disable interrupts. 

5.7.3.3 End to End Latency [122] 

The transmission time of a signal between the sensor and actuator is called as end to end latency [122]. 

Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data Type Default Unit Timed Automata 1. Cadence N/A OS Latency N/A

Floating point Microseconds 2. IHM Interrupt Latency

3. DIS End to End Latency

Value Representation
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5.7.4 Parameters 

No parameters were found for latency for the given input search keywords in the prescribed databases. 
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6. Taxonomy for quality properties of embedded systems 

According to IEEE, software quality is the extent to which the software consist combination of 

properties such as reliability, functionality, usability, efficiency, maintainability, portability etc. This 

section provides taxonomy for the quality properties of embedded systems. The quality properties 

selected for the classification are reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, portability, security 

and memory consumption. The selection of these quality properties are based on the ISO/IEC 9126 

model which is the international standard for software quality [123]. For quality properties, the 

taxonomy is constructed that identifies: 

Specification: Specification of quality properties is essential to meet the exact requirements and 

demands of the customers so that the user requirements are not dissatisfied and underestimated, the 

developer’s efforts are not overdone and to define clear criterion for the quality requirements [123]. 

Analysis: Analysis of quality properties is important to analyze the risks of a defective quality 

property in a system, to analyze the poorly understood influence factors [124]. 

Verification & Validation: Validation and verification techniques are essential to prevent the 

overlooking of performance testing techniques. Currently there is a lack of technical capabilities for 

the verification and validation of component reuse, predictability of embedded networks and system. 

Thus enlisting the validation and verification techniques would give an idea of the degree of shortage 

of these techniques [1]. 

Parameters and types: To enlist the measurement types and denominations, parameters are included 

in the taxonomy. Types enlist the varieties, overview, and wide range of the quality properties of 

embedded system. 

The quality properties that are taken into consideration for classification in this thesis work are 

reliability, usability, memory consumption, maintainability and efficiency. The classification of 

remaining quality properties such as security and portability is listed as future work since due to time 

constraints. 

6.1 Reliability 

Reliability of a system is its ability to function for a specified amount of time and requirement under 

specified conditions. Reliability is one of the important non functional properties of embedded system. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

reliability of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

reliability? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with reliability of embedded system. 
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Exclusion criteria 

Papers based on communication circuits, VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated Systems), industrial 

electronics, automation, control engineering. 

 

Table 25 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for reliability. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for reliability of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question. 

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"reliability" 81 62 26 35 49 9 To identify the specification models for reliability

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"reliability analysis" AND "embedded system" 21 13 41 21 13 27 To identify the analysis techniques for reliability

"reliability validation" AND "embedded 1 0 1 1 0 1 To identify the validation techniques for reliability

system"

"parameters" AND "reliability" 15 73 11 7 59 4 To identify the parameters for reliability

"embedded system"

"types" AND "reliability" 26 93 35 24 92 10 To identify the types of reliability

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of reliability of embedded system the keyword “specification” AND 

“reliability” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 169 

papers were obtained as search results. From them, 93 papers were selected for review. To obtain the 

analysis techniques used for reliability of embedded system, the keyword “reliability analysis” AND 

“embedded system” was used for which 2 papers were obtained as search results. And both the two 

papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of reliability of embedded system, 

the keyword “reliability validation” AND “embedded system” is used for which the obtained papers 

were two and both the two were selected for review. To obtain the types of reliability of embedded 

system, the keyword “types” AND “reliability” AND “embedded system” was used for which the 

obtained research papers were 154 and out of them, 126 were selected for review. To obtain the 

parameters of reliability, the keyword “parameters” AND “reliability” AND “embedded system” was 

used for which the obtained research papers were 99, and out of them, 70 were selected for review. 

From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question 

were [125], [126], [127], [128], [129], [130], [131], [132], [133], [134], [135], [136], [137]. 

 

Table 26 - Reliability Classification 

6.1.1 Value representation 

Integer type is used to represent the reliability and failure per unit time is used to express the reliability 

of embedded system. 

6.1.2 Specification 

MTTF (Mean Time to Failure) [125], AVF (Architectural Vulnerability Factor) [125] and MWTF 

(Mean Work To Failure) [125] are reliability metrics which are used to specify the reliability of a 

system. MWTF is the fraction of “amount of work done” divided by “number of encountered errors”. 

AVF is used to specify the faults in the micro-architectural structure [125]. Memory reliability model 

is used to specify the reliability of memory Integrated Chips (IC) in terms of failure rate [126]. 

 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data type Default unit

Integer/Floating type Failure per 1. MTTF, AVF, 1. SMART FERRARI Memory system reliability SRU failure rate

unit time      MWTF 2. HARP Control flow monitoring Repair rate

2. Memory reliability 3. SURE Data monitoring MTBF

     model 4. SHARPE MTUT

5. Heiress

6. Empirical methods

7. ARIES
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6.1.3 Analysis 

SMART (Simulation and Markovian Analyzer for Reliability and Timing) is a tool used for reliability 

analysis and modeling. SMART is a declarative typed input language. It consists of pre-defined types 

such as bool, int and real. SMART can be used to describe explicit state space based models which 

includes models such as semi Markov process, continuous time Markov chains, discrete time Markov 

chains. SMART is also used to describe high level formalisms such as stochastic petri-nets, queuing 

networks [127]. HARP (Hybrid Automated Reliability Prediction) is a reliability tool based on 

behavioral decomposition. SURE (Semi Markov Unreliability Range Evaluator) is a reliability 

analysis program mainly used for ultra reliable computer system and it’s a flexible and user friendly 

tool. SURE is used to analyze the faulty erroneous behavior of fault tolerant computer systems. SURE 

is based on fast bounding theorem which consists of means and variances. System failure is analyzed 

and represented as a probability with upper and lower bounds [128]. SHARPE (Symbolic Hierarchical 

Automated Reliability and Performance Evaluator) is a hierarchical modeling hybrid tool used for 

reliability modeling. Large systems are modeled by the process of decomposition and aggregation. 

The constructed models are then analyzed to produce a distribution function. This distribution function 

can fall into categories of exponential polynomial [129]. Heiress is a flexible, clear, realistic 

simulation model used for reliability analysis and modeling. Heiress is a non-homogeneous Markov 

model [130]. There are empirical methods such as MIL-HDBK-217, Telcordia, HRD-5, and IEC 

62380 which are used for reliability prediction and analysis [131]. ARIES (Automated Reliability 

Interactive Estimation System) is used to analyze the reliability of fault tolerant computer system. The 

main design aim of ARIES is to provide simple and flexible reliability analysis along with many 

applications and efficiency [132].  

6.1.4 Validation 

FERRARI (Fault and Error Automatic Real time Injector) is used to validate the dependability 

properties of a system and reliability is one of the dependability properties [133]. The reliability of the 

system can be validated using redundancy techniques such as information redundancy, hardware 

redundancy, software redundancy and time redundancy [134]. 

6.1.5 Types 

One type of reliability is the memory system reliability which is explained in [126]. 

6.1.6 Parameters 

SRU failure rate and Failure rate are parameters for reliability which are represented as a numerical 

value per unit time [135]. MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) is another parameter which is 

represented as time per unit failure [136]. MTUT (Mean corrective maintenance Time per average 

Unit operating Time) is used to specify the time required to restore an equipment [137]. 

 

6.2 Usability 

The usability of a system describes the features which are required for the usage of the system 

mentioned by the users. The sub attributes of usability are attractiveness, compliance, operability, 

learnability and understandability [1]. Usability is an important quality factor. Usability is classified 

according to into product attributes, product effect, process used for development of the product and 
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the capability of the organization. The definition for usability can be viewed from different point of 

view according to end user, manager and software developers [138]. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

usability of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

usability? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with usability property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers which unrelated to the topic usability property of embedded system. 

 

Table 27 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for usability. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for usability of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"usability" 7 9 11 7 9 6 To identify the specification models for usability

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"usability" AND analysis" AND 2 14 16 2 14 4 To identify the analysis techniques for usability

"embedded system"

"usability validation" AND "embedded 3 4 11 3 4 9 To identify the validation techniques for usability

system"

"parameters" AND "usability" 0 3 0 0 3 0 To identify the parameters for usability

"embedded system"

"types" AND "usability" 3 10 24 3 10 17 To identify the types of usability

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of usability of embedded system the keyword “specification” AND 

“usability” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 27 

papers were obtained as search results. From them, 22 papers were selected for review. To obtain the 

analysis techniques used for usability, the keyword “analysis” AND “usability” AND “embedded 

system” was used for which 32 papers were obtained as search results. And from them 20 papers were 

selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of for usability of embedded system, the 

keyword “usability validation” AND “embedded system” is used for which the obtained papers were 

18 and out of them, 16 were selected from them for review. To obtain the types of usability, the 

keyword “types” AND “usability” AND “embedded system” was used for which the obtained research 

papers were 37 and out of them, 30 were selected for review. To obtain the parameters of usability of 

embedded system, the keyword “parameters” AND “usability” AND “embedded system” was used for 

which the obtained research papers were 3, and all the three were selected for review. From those, the 

papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question were [1], [138], 

[139], [140], [141], [142]. 

 

Table 28 - Usability Classification 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data type Default unit

Not Available N/A ISO 9126 ISO software usability evaluation 1. A-Prompt Not Available 1. Related activity time

model 2. Bobby 2. System need

3. Evallris 3. User system interface

4. Kwaresmi     time

5. LIFT

6. NAUTICUS

7. WAVE

8. ErgoLight Usability Validation

    suite
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6.2.1 Value representation 

There was no value representation found for usability of embedded system. 

6.2.2 Specification 

Specification of usability of a system addresses the numerous user environments along with the 

influence of the software on the usability. ISO 9126 is an ISO model which represents usability. 

Detailed specification of usability is given in [138]. 

6.2.3 Analysis 

Software usability can be analyzed using two ISO standards which are ISO 9241 and ISO 9126 [138]. 

6.2.4 Validation 

Field test is a usability validation technique used for the validation of a navigation system in a 

automobile. Computer simulated experiments are used for the validation of human cognitive reliability 

curves for a nuclear power plant [139]. A-Prompt is a tool used for the usability validation of web 

pages made utilizing HTML format. WAVE is a usability validator for web pages. Bobby, EvalIris, 

Kwaresmi, LIFT, NAUTICUS, WebTango are other usability validator tools [140]. ErgoLight 

usability validation suite is a computer software used for the usability validation [141]. Other usability 

validation techniques are expert reviews (heuristic evaluation, inspections, walkthroughs), usability 

tests (thinking aloud, measured performance), field usability testing, follow up studies, predictive 

metrics, acceptance tests, participative and cooperative evaluation [1]. 

6.2.5 Parameters 

Related activity time is a parameter in hours to represent the quantity of time spent by the user that 

influences the usability of the system. System need is a parameter expressed in hours to represent the 

time the user should spend with the system. User system interference time is another parameter to 

represent the interaction between the system use and related activities [142]. 

 

6.3 Memory consumption 

Memory consumption refers to the amount of memory utilized and the duration of utilization. Memory 

consumption is one of the sub attribute of the efficiency property of embedded system. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

memory consumption of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our 

search process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

memory consumption? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with the topic of memory consumption property of embedded system. 
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Exclusion criteria 

Research papers with topics that are unrelated to memory consumption property of embedded system. 

 

Table 29 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for memory consumption. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for memory consumption of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"memory consumption" 4 6 25 4 6 20 To identify the specification models for memory

AND "specification" AND "embedded system" consumption

"consumption" AND analysis" AND 16 13 3 16 13 2 To identify the analysis techniques for memory

"embedded system" consumption

"memory consumption" AND "embedded 0 4 2 0 4 1 To identify the validation techniques for memory consumption

system" AND "validation"

"parameters" AND "memroy consumption" 0 6 2 0 6 1 To identify the parameters for memory consumption

"embedded system"

"types" AND "memory consumption" 2 8 7 2 8 2 To identify the types of memory consumption

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of memory consumption time of embedded system the keyword 

“specification” AND “memory consumption” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the 

prescribed databases for which 35 papers were obtained as search results. From them, 30 papers were 

selected for review. To obtain the analysis techniques used for memory consumption, the keyword 

“analysis” AND “memory consumption” AND “embedded system” was used for which 32 papers 

were obtained as search results. And from them 31 papers were selected for review. To obtain the 

validation techniques of memory consumption, the keyword “validation” AND “embedded system” 

AND “memory consumption” is used for which the obtained papers were six and out of them, 5 were 

selected from them for review. To obtain the types of memory consumption, the keyword “types” 

AND “memory consumption” AND “embedded system” was used for which the obtained research 

papers were 17 and out of them, 12 were selected for review. To obtain the parameters of memory 

consumption, the keyword “parameters” AND “memory consumption” AND “embedded system” was 

used for which the obtained research papers were 8, and out of them, 7 were selected for review. From 

those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the research question were 

[143], [144], [145], [146], [148], [176], [177], [178]. 

 

Table 30 - Memory Consumption Classification 

6.3.1 Value Representation 

The value representation for memory consumption was not available. 

6.3.2 Specification 

The heap memory is specified using bag abstraction method. A heap memory is a block of storage 

which is known as heap space. The objects are allocated in this heap space in a systematic way and de-

allocated in an unsystematic method [176]. The bag abstraction is of the form {(ci, αi)}
n

i=1 where, ci  

represents the classification and αi is its corresponding cardinality [143]. MEMJ is an object oriented 

language and it provides support for memory specification. MEMJ supports static and dynamic 

semantics. Syntactic abbreviations are added with MEMJ. The syntactic abbreviations include multi 

declarations block, sequence block, equivalence expressions and loops [144]. 

 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data type Default unit

Not available N/A 1. Heap usage 1. Size polymorphic type system HIP/SLEEK Static memory consumption Lent once

     specification 2. Amortised heap space analysis Small foot tool Unique

2. MEMJ Space invader tool

3. Bag abstraction The instrumentation process

     notation
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6.3.3 Analysis 

Size polymorphic type system is used for the analysis and prediction of memory consumption in a 

system. In the polymorphic type system there is an existence of value type and a reference type. The 

value type can be value class or as a primitive type. Object classes are represented as reference types 

[144]. Amortised heap space analysis is used for compile time analysis of heap memory. An arbitrary 

positive number is assigned to the data structure and the assigned arbitrary positive number is known 

as potential in amortised analysis [145]. 

6.3.4 Validation 

Tools like small foot [178] and space invader [177] are used to verification of pointers in memory. 

Other types of memory such as structural and numerical memory are verified using HIP/SLEEK tool. 

Instrumentation process is a technique which is used for conversion of memory verifiable programs 

into memory aware programs [144]. 

6.3.5 Types 

Static memory consumption is measured in terms of static quantity and its one of types of memory 

consumption [146]. Another type of memory consumption is dynamic memory consumption. Dynamic 

memory is allocated by imperative object oriented programs [148]. 

6.3.6 Parameters 

L mode parameters (lent once and unique) are used to represent the memory references of the method 

calls [144]. 

 

6.4 Maintainability 

Maintainability refers to the features which are required to implement modifications which include 

rectifications, enhancements or adaptation of software to the changes in the environmental settings, 

requirements and other specifications. The sub attributes of maintainability are analyzability, 

changeability, stability, testability and compliance. Maintainability is an essential design factor to 

system effectiveness. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

maintainability of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

maintainability? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers dealing with topic maintainability property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Research papers related to topics other than maintainability property of embedded system 
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Table 31 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for blocking maintainability. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for maintainability of 

embedded systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords 

entered into the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information 

processing procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers 

selected column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the 

corresponding database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column 

lists the number of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the 

intended input search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"maintainability" 7 5 9 7 5 4 To identify the specification models for maintainability

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"maintainability" AND analysis" AND 21 9 6 21 9 6 To identify the analysis techniques for maintainability

"embedded system"

"maintainability" AND "embedded 2 1 4 2 1 4 To identify the validation techniques for maintainability

system" AND "validation"

"parameters" AND "maintainability" 0 5 41 0 5 35 To identify the parameters for maintainability

"embedded system"

"types" AND "maintainability" 2 6 6 2 6 2 To identify the types of maintainability

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification of maintainability of embedded system the keyword “specification” AND 

“maintainability” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 

21 papers were obtained as search results. From them, 16 papers were selected for review. To obtain 

the analysis techniques used for maintainability of embedded system, the keyword “analysis” AND 

“maintainability” AND “embedded system” was used for which 36 papers were obtained as search 

results. And from them 36 papers were selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques of 

maintainability of embedded system, the keyword “validation” AND “maintainability” AND 

“embedded system” is used for which the obtained papers were seven and out of them, 7 were selected 

from them for review. To obtain the types of maintainability of embedded system, the keyword 

“types” AND “maintainability” AND “embedded system” was used for which the obtained research 

papers were 14 and out of them, 10 were selected for review. To obtain the parameters for 

maintainability of embedded system, the keyword “parameters” AND “maintainability” AND 

“embedded system” was used for which the obtained research papers were 46, and out of them, 40 was 

selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the 

research question were [1], [148], [149], [150], [151], [152]. 

 

Table 32 - Maintainability Classification 

6.4.1 Value representation 

Floating type is used to represent the maintainability. And maintainability is measured in percentage. 

6.4.2 Specification 

Maintainability is specified using SPO maintainability monitor which is explained in [148]. 

6.4.3 Analysis 

Permanent function is used to analyze maintainability which is an essential contribution to 

maintainability analysis [149]. Service Manual Generation (SMG) is a framework for maintenance 

manual development. SMG consists of three modules which are Service Sequence (SS), Virtual 

Validation (VV) and Task Generation (TG) [150]. KAMP (Karlsruhe Architectural Maintainability 

Prediction Method) is a quantitative approach for the evaluation of maintainability of software 

architectures [152]. 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data type Default unit

Floating type 0% SPO maintainability 1. Permanent function (VPF - m) 1. MIL-STD-471A 1. Preventive maintenance 1. Effective maintenence time

factor 2. Service manual generation 2. Regression Testing 2. Corrective maintenance 2. Mean Time To Repair 

3. Q - ImPrESS METHOD 3. Impact Analysis 3. Primary maintenance 3. Median Corrective 

4. Reverify changed software 4. Secondary maintenance     Maintenance Time

    modules 4. Median Preventive

5. Reverify affected software     Maintenance Time

    modules 5. Mean Down Time (MDT)

6. Revalidate complete system

7. Software configuration

    management

8. Data recording and analysis
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6.4.4 Verification & Validation 

MIL-STD-471A states that maintenance of software costs upto fifty percent of the total life cycle costs 

of the entire software.  MIL-STD-471A also provides certain maintenance verification technique 

which is elaborated in [148]. Regression testing is a validation technique in which the software is 

tested or unexpected changes and side effects. Other techniques for maintainability validation 

specified in [1] are impact analysis, re-verification of changed software modules and affected software 

modules, revalidation of complete system, software configuration management and data recording and 

analysis. 

6.4.5 Types 

The various types of maintenance are preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, primary 

maintenance and secondary maintenance. These types were specified in [148]. 

6.4.6 Parameters 

Effective maintenance time is a parameter for maintainability which is the cumulative sum of all the 

time spent together by the maintenance people for the purpose of maintenance of the software [148]. 

Mean time to repair is a time related parameter for maintainability which is the fraction of total 

corrective maintenance divided by performed number of corrective actions. The other time related 

parameters for maintainability are median preventive maintenance time, mean active maintenance 

time, mean down time and mean logistic down time. The cost related maintainability parameters are 

maintenance labor hours per year, maintenance labor hours per operating cycle, maintenance labor 

hours per operate hour. These maintainability parameters are mentioned in [152]. 

 

6.5 Efficiency 

Efficiency represents the relationship between the performance level of the software and the amount of 

resources utilized under the stated specific conditions. The sub-attributes of efficiency are time 

behavior, resource utilization, compliance. 

Research question 

In order to determine the specification, analysis, validation (techniques), parameter and types for 

efficiency of embedded system, we formulate the following research question to guide our search 

process. 

What are the specification models, analysis methods, validation techniques, types and parameters for 

efficiency of embedded system? 

Inclusion criteria 

Research papers related to efficiency property of embedded system. 

Exclusion criteria 

Papers dealing with computer aided design, VLSI, pervasive computing, wireless communication, 

hardware software co-design. 
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Table 33 - Search terms, reasoning, database to identify specification, analysis, validation 

(techniques), parameter and types for efficiency. 

The above tables provide information for obtaining the necessary details for efficiency of embedded 

systems. The tables consists of “input search keyword” column which lists the keywords entered into 

the corresponding databases search tabs to obtain the desired research papers. Information processing 

procedure is performed to obtain the “number of hits” column and “number of papers selected 

column”. “Number of hits” column consists of the number of papers obtained from the corresponding 

database for the specified input search keyword. “Number of papers selected” column lists the number 

of papers which are considered for review. The last column “reason for usage of the intended input 

search keyword” explains the reasoning for choosing the particular keyword. 

The following procedure “information processing” is performed to obtain the answer for the proposed 

research question.  

Information processing 

Information processing consists of procedures which are used to separate the papers for reviewing 

from the entire number of papers obtained in the search result. Information processing is used to 

obtain the answer. If the answers are not obtained directly then the references to the possible answers 

and hints to the proposed research question are obtained by this information processing. This 

information processing is followed for every research question proposed in this thesis work. Thus it is 

applied to all the proposed research questions in this thesis work. The procedure is described in the 

following steps: 

Step 1: Enter the input search terms into the search tab of the prescribed databases (Step 1 yields 

search results which maybe zero papers found or a certain number of papers found) 

Step 2: Save the obtained search results in a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) file. The saved 

HTML file consists of name of the paper, authors, date and place of publication of the papers and 

abstract. Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria on the obtained research papers. 

Step 3: Read the abstract and check whether the contents or any partial content of the abstract relates 

to the proposed research question. 

Step 4: If the abstract directly contributes solutions or hints to the proposed research question, then 

open the paper. Skim through the sections and sub-sections of the research paper to find answers to the 

research question. If the answers or hints to the research question are explained in the references, then 

go to the references and read the references to derive the answers to the research question. Thus 

answers to the proposed research questions are obtained. 

Input search keyword Reason for usage of the intended input search keyword

IEEE ACM Springerlink IEEE ACM Springerlink

(SIGBED) (SIGBED)

"efficiency" 27 61 21 21 59 7 To identify the specification models for efficiency

AND "specification" AND "embedded system"

"efficiency analysis" AND "embedded system" 1 2 2 1 2 0 To identify the analysis techniques for efficiency

"efficiency" AND "embedded 14 34 7 14 34 2 To identify the validation techniques for efficiency

system" AND "validation"

"parameters" AND "efficiency" 19 58 7 19 55 1 To identify the parameters for efficiency

"embedded system"

"types" AND "efficiency" 22 82 16 22 69 2 To identify the types of efficiency

AND "embedded system"

Number of hits Number of selected papers
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Step 5: If the abstract consists of information which is ambiguous to research question then open the 

paper. The paper is in PDF format. Input the keyword of the research question into the search tab of 

the PDF file. Analyze and understand the context to which the keyword has been used in the research 

paper. If it yields meaning unrelated to research question then discard the paper. 

The above followed “information processing” procedure yields the following results which are 

presented below. 

To obtain the specification methods for efficiency of embedded system, the keyword “specification” 

AND “efficiency” AND “embedded system” was used to search in the prescribed databases for which 

109 papers were obtained as search results. From them, 87 papers were selected for review. To obtain 

the analysis techniques used for efficiency, the keyword “efficiency analysis” AND “embedded 

system” was used for which 5 papers were obtained as search results. And from them 3 papers were 

selected for review. To obtain the validation techniques for efficiency of embedded system, the 

keyword “validation” AND “efficiency” AND “embedded system” is used for which the obtained 

papers were 55 and out of them, 50 were selected from them for review. To obtain the types of 

efficiency, the keyword “types” AND “efficiency” AND “embedded system” was used for which the 

obtained research papers were 120 and out of them, 93 were selected for review. To obtain the 

parameters of efficiency of embedded system, the keyword “parameters” AND “efficiency” AND 

“embedded system” was used for which the obtained research papers were 84, and out of them, 75 was 

selected for review. From those, the papers which yielded hints, clues, references and answers to the 

research question were [1], [153], [154], [155], [156], [157]. 

 

Table 34 - Efficiency classification 

6.5.1 Value representation 

Integer data type is used to represent efficiency and efficiency is represented in percentage. 

6.5.2 Specification 

UML-YES is used to specify the efficiency of embedded software which is explained in [153]. 

6.5.3 Analysis 

Efficiency metrics model is used for the analysis of efficiency characteristics of embedded application 

software [154]. FC stack efficiency is used to analyze the efficiency of a fuel cell battery in an 

embedded system [155]. 

6.5.4 Validation 

Efficiency validation is performed using techniques such as avalanche/stress testing, performance 

requirements, response timings and memory constraints. Avalanche testing is performed to validate 

the efficiency of the system during unprecedented situations where the range of the input values is 

more than expected [1]. 

 

Value Representation Specification Analysis Validation Types Parameters

Data type Default unit

Integer 100% UML-YES 1. Efficiency metrics model 1. Avalanche/Stress testing 1. Individual efficiency Data efficiency parameter

2. FC stack efficiency 2. Performance requirements 2. Overall efficiency

3. Average efficiency
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6.5.5 Types 

The various types of efficiency are individual efficiency, overall efficiency and average efficiency 

which are briefly described in [156]. 

6.5.6 Parameters 

Data efficiency parameter is used to represent the number of bytes transmission overhead [157]. 
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7. Power/Energy property of embedded systems 

Embedded real time system is depended on battery for operation. The terms energy consumption and 

power consumption are interchanged and therefore it is important to distinguish between them. The 

power consumption of a microprocessor executing instructions is calculated by the formula P = I * V, 

where P stands for average power, I stands for average current and V is the voltage. Power is defined 

as the rate of consumption of energy. Energy is defined as the product of energy and execution time of 

the program. Here the execution time of the program is the product of clock cycles and the clock 

period [158]. 

Energy consumption of the embedded systems is an essential property since the energy source of an 

embedded system is a battery which is a limited and constrained source of energy. The summary for 

the classification of energy/power properties of embedded systems is presented in the figure below. 

Figure 8 – Summary for classification of power/energy properties of embedded system. 
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8. Conclusion 

The extra functional properties are identified for embedded systems. The timing properties and quality 

properties were classified in this thesis work. The importance of an extra-functional property is based 

on the purpose, usage, influence and application of that particular extra-functional property to the 

embedded system. For example timing properties are the most essential properties for a time critical 

system such as inbuilt airbag of a car. Safety property is the most important for a safety critical system 

such as nuclear power plant. Rigidity and limited power supply is essential for embedded systems that 

are operated in remote and harsh environmental conditions. Nevertheless proper functioning of all the 

properties together contributes to the normal and efficient operation of an embedded system. The 

classification of the extra-functional properties helps to understand the current status of a property and 

the available support to the property in terms of specification, analysis, validation techniques. Thus 

this thesis gives an overview of the support available to the extra-functional properties in terms of 

specification, analysis, validation techniques. This helps to identify the importance given by the 

academic arena to a particular extra-functional property. For example certain properties lack 

specification or validation techniques. There could be many reasons for this lack of specification, 

analysis, verification/validation techniques. The reasons include the particular property may be not of 

much importance to the proper and efficient functioning of the embedded system. Another reason 

could be lack of research papers and articles published to represent the techniques for these properties. 

Other reason could be that the research techniques are currently under research and development stage 

and appears in the academic press and journals once they are completed. 

For example information describing whether there is a lack of scientific content on validation of 

blocking time or lack of research on validation of blocking time. 

8.1 Future work 

This thesis work provides the taxonomical classification for timing and quality properties of embedded 

system. Future work would be to construct taxonomical classification for power/energy property, sub-

attributes of quality properties and dependability properties of embedded system. Another work would 

be to identify the specification, analysis and validation/verification techniques actually implemented in 

real industrial field apart from the academic arena. 
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